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Abstract
Vehicles increasingly communicate with their surrounding environment. They
are no longer mere receptors of radio broadcasts, but actively exchange information with their surroundings. These communicative vehicles will radically
change our view on transportation. They enable cooperative driving and
are used as mobile access nodes for telecommunication networks – no longer
just moving combustion engines. Extended radio frequency hardware is the
technical basis for this increase in wireless vehicular communication. The
critical part of the communication system are the antennas, as they have
to be placed outside the vehicles hull and therefore become interdependent
with vehicle design. This dissertation examines the influence of carbon fiber
reinforced polymer on vehicular antennas and the development of an antenna
cavity for vehicles. Together these findings secure enough construction space
for antennas in future light-weight constructed vehicles.
Electric cars are increasingly constructed with chassis made from Carbon
Fiber Reinforced Polymer (CFRP). This requires the characterization of
these materials for vehicular antennas. Material samples are measured inside rectangular waveguides and the material parameters are estimated with
the Nicolson-Ross-Weir method. Measurement results show, that the electric conductivity of CFRP with twill-weave and CFRP with fiber shreds on
the surface are approximately isotropic in the investigated frequency range
around 6 GHz. This motivates the use of recycled CFRP. Sustainable materials are in this case also optimal for antenna applications. The transition
from metal to CFRP chassis influences monopole antennas, which are currently widely used in automotive applications, as these antennas use chassis
parts as ground plane. Both narrowband and wideband monopole antennas
are measured on ground planes manufactured from different CFRP.
A cavity for vehicular antennas is designed, manufactured, measured and
evaluated. The cavity is larger than currently used roof-mounted shark-fin
antenna modules and can be manufactured as part of the chassis and hidden therein. As proof that the production of such a cavity is realizable
for electric cars, a prototype is built from CFRP. To show feasibility for
iii
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antennas, several antennas are measured and evaluated inside the cavity. Investigated antennas include a monopole antenna and an inverted-F antenna,
both manufactured as laser-structured injection molded parts; a broadband
conical monopole antenna and intelligent antennas with reconfigurable radiation patterns. Detailed measurement based evaluations of the antennas
inside the cavity show that the cavity concept is feasible. Influences of the
cavity on the functionality of the antennas inside are also analyzed by measurement. Strong influences on the antennas occur at frequencies in the high
single-digit gigahertz range, where the cavity is electrically large.

Kurzfassung
Fahrzeuge kommunizieren zunehmend mit ihrer Umgebung. Sie sind nicht
länger bloße Empfänger für Rundfunk, sondern tauschen aktiv Informationen mit ihrer Umgebung aus. Diese kommunikativen Vehikel, werden unsere
Sichtweise von Fahrzeugen radikal ändern. Sie werden kooperatives Fahren
ermöglichen und mobile Kommunikationsknoten für Telefonnetze werden;
nicht länger sind sie bloß rollende Verbrennungsmotoren. Als technische
Grundlage dafür wird Hardware zur mobilen, drahtlosen Kommunikation am
Fahrzeug benötigt. Die kritischen Bauteile beim Entwurf dieser Funksysteme
sind die Antennen, da diese an der Außenhaut des Fahrzeugs angebracht werden müssen und damit in Wechselwirkung mit dem Fahrzeugdesign treten.
Diese Dissertation behandelt den Einfluss von kohlefaserverstärktem Kunststoff auf Fahrzeugantennen und die Entwicklung einer Antennenvertiefung
für Fahrzeuge. Gemeinsam sichern diese beiden Untersuchungen ausreichend
Bauraum für Antennen in kommunikativen Fahrzeugen in Leichtbauweise.
Da elektrisch betriebene Fahrzeuge zunehmend mit Karosserien aus Kohlefaser verstärktem Kunststoff (CFK) hergestellt werden, muss der Einfluss
solcher Materialien auf Fahrzeugantennen untersucht werden. Materialproben
werden in Rechteckhohlleitern gemessen und die Materialeigenschaften mit
der Nicolson-Ross-Weir Methode geschätzt. Die Messergebnisse zeigen, dass
die elektrischen Leitfähigkeiten von CFK mit Köperbindung und CFK mit
Faserschnipseln auf der Oberfläche im untersuchten Frequenzbereich um die
6 GHz annähernd isotrop sind. Das motiviert den Einsatz von, aus Wiederverwertungsprozessen gewonnen, Kohlenstofffasern. Nachhaltige Materialien
sind im vorliegenden Fall auch für Antennenanwendungen optimal. Der
Wechsel von Metall- zu CFK-Karosserien beeinflusst vor allem die derzeit in
der Automobilbranche verwendeten Monopolantennen, da diese Karosserieteile als Masseflächen nutzen. Sowohl schmalbandige als auch breitbandige
Monopolantennen werden auf unterschiedlich ausgeführten Masseflächen aus
CFK gemessen.
Eine Vertiefung für Fahrzeugantennen wird entworfen, gefertigt, gemessen
und evaluiert. Die Vertiefung ist größer als derzeit verwendete Haifischv
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flossenantennenmodule, kann als Teil der Karosserie gefertigt und in dieser
verdeckt werden. Als Beweis für die fertigungstechnische Realisierbarkeit
für elektrische Autos wird ein Prototyp aus kohlefaserverstärktem Kunststoff hergestellt. Um die antennentechnische Umsetzbarkeit zu prüfen, werden mehrere Antennen in der Vertiefung gemessen und evaluiert. Darunter
sind eine Monopolantenne und eine invertierte-F Antenne, welche als laserstrukturierte Spritzgussbauteile gefertigt sind, eine breitbandige konische
Monopolantenne und intelligente Antennen mit rekonfigurierbaren Richtcharakteristiken. Detaillierte messtechnische Untersuchungen der Antennen in der
Vertiefung zeigen, dass das Konzept funktioniert. Einflüsse der Vertiefung
auf die Funktionsweise der Antennen werden ebenfalls mit Messungen untersucht. Vor allem bei Frequenzen im hohen einstelligen Gigahertzbereich,
wo die Vertiefung elektrisch groß ist, zeigen sich starke Beeinflussungen der
Antennen.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

About this Dissertation

In this dissertation a cavity for vehicular antennas is developed, simulated,
manufactured and evaluated. Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer (CFRP)
is used for the construction of a prototype, as these composites are now
increasingly used for the light-weight construction of vehicles.
After an introduction to vehicular communication and antennas Chapter 2 investigates CFRP for automotive antennas. Material properties are
measured and CFRP is evaluated as antenna ground plane material with
measurements of narrowband monopole antennas, wideband monopole antennas and measurement of an automotive antenna module on a CFRP car
roof.
Chapter 3 starts with general remarks on mounting positions and modules
for automotive antennas. Then simulations of antenna cavities are discussed
and compared to measured results. A prototype of a vehicular antenna cavity
made from CFRP and its production are shown. Several antennas are measured inside the cavity prototype, to quantify the influence of the antenna
cavity onto automotive antennas. These antennas include a conical monopole
antenna, a monopole antenna for Vehicle-to-Any (V2X) communication and
an Inverted-F Antenna (IFA) in Laser Direct Structuring (LDS) technology
and a pattern reconfigurable antenna. Furthermore, a variation of the cavity
for the roof edge is prototyped and evaluated and multiple antennas inside
the cavity are measured.
Several conclusions are drawn in Chapter 4.
1
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1.2

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Publications

As part of my doctoral studies I have published several peer-reviewed scientific articles. Large parts of this dissertation are based on previously published work listed below. As first author I have been the main contributor
and was responsible for handling the manuscript. Scientific papers, where I
am not first author, are not listed. My publications without peer-review are
not listed. Several manuscripts are currently under peer-review and are not
listed.
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[7] G. Artner, R. Langwieser, and C. F. Mecklenbräuker, “A MID Dipole
Antenna in LDS Technology”, in 24th Telecommunications Forum (TELFOR),
Belgrade, Serbia, 2016. doi: 10.1109/TELFOR.2016.7818832
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Wireless Vehicular Communication

Vehicles are per definition mobile, which makes wired communication only
possible in rare cases, e.g. with trains via the metal rails and overhead
lines. Vehicular communication is therefore almost exclusively wireless communications. Audiovisual communication has been the de facto standard for
vehicular communication since the invention of vehicles. Early communication with hand gestures and shouts was replaced by technical equipment.
The early 1900s saw the introduction of trafficators, which were soon replaced by turn signals [15] and brake lights. Traffic signs and traffic lights
convey information to vehicles. They are used to communicate regulatory
traffic limitations to the driver, such as speed limits, important destinations,
or to warn of dangerous areas. Signal-horns warn of imminent danger. The
main drawback of these systems is the extremely low information throughput
and, in the case of visual communication, the required Line-of-Sight (LoS).
Vehicular communication systems based on electromagnetic waves offer a
tremendous increase in transferable information and work beyond a LoS between transmitter and receiver. Modern cars already use a wide variety of
radio frequency communication systems, which are briefly discussed in this
section.

1.3.1

Broadcast Reception

Several services on vehicles receive information, but do not actively transmit. Reception of audio radio signals was the first vehicular service that used
radio frequency systems (Amplitude Modulation (AM), Frequency Modulation (FM)). The focus is infotainment - Radio stations introduced traffic
reporting in the 1970s to broadcast important traffic information to vehicles. Currently audio services are transmitted as Digital Audio Radio Service (DARS), typical standards are Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) and
Satellite Digital Audio Radio Service (SDARS). Television is also available
on many modern cars.
Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) are used to locate vehicles on
road maps, which enables a large variety of services. Vehicles can dynamically
plan their journeys. Traffic jams and roadblocks are avoided by updating
maps via the internet. Automated driving and lane-keeping are supported
by GNSS. Regulatory traffic limitation (e.g. speed limits) can be conveyed
to the driver based on the vehicle’s position, until sufficient coverage with
smart road signs is achieved, or image recognition software is able to extract
this information from the filmed environment. Current GNSS systems are
the American Global Positioning System (GPS) and the Russian Globalnaya
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Navigatsionnaya Sputnikovaya Sistema (GLONASS). The European Galileo
and Chinese Beidou2 systems are still in development. Sensor fusion is in
development to combine the data from GNSS, accelerometers, cameras, radar
and lidar to increase the precision of vehicle location estimators.

1.3.2

Mobile Communication

Mobile telephony was immediately popular with drivers and passengers. Vehicular telephony became so widespread and frequently used, that distraction
of drivers due to mobile phones became an issue. Hands-free equipment is
now required in Austria according to §102 Abs. 3 Kraftfahrgesetz. Physically, mobile telephony inside cars is impaired, as the vehicles’ chassis acts as
a Faraday cage – electromagnetic waves can only propagate through the windows. As car windows are now metalized to insulate heat, these vehicles then
use external antennas for mobile telephony. As is described in Sec. 1.4.1 automotive antenna modules increase 2G, 3G and 4G coverage for passengers.
Mobile telephony and Wifi, or similar technologies such as bluetooth, provide infotainment services to passengers via screens in the seat and console,
or to mobile devices like tablets and smart phones. Electronic toll collection
systems are now mandatory in many countries.

1.3.3

Automotive Sensor Networks

Proper operation of most functional units of a vehicle can be monitored
via wires. Electronic components are then connected with a vehicle bus.
Commonly used protocols are Controller Area Network (CAN) and Local
Interconnect Network (LIN). Wireless sensor networks are increasingly used
to shrink the vehicles’ cable harness where necessary.
But not all components can be connected with wires. Tire monitoring
systems use sensors in the vehicle to measure air pressure and tire wear [16].
Tires are hard to monitor because they rotate. Rotary joints are expensive
and difficult to implement. Tire pressure monitoring systems currently use
sensors located on the rim or built directly into the tire. Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) can be used to read data from most automotive sensors, including sensors in the tire [17]. Typically the sensor information is
read with one reader module per tire located in the wheel arch. A single
reader antenna can be placed in the center of a cars’ base plate with the use
of metasurfaces [18]. Tire pressure monitoring systems are mandatory in the
USA since 2007 [19], in the European Union they were introduced with regulation Nr. 661/2009 [20]. In Austria the transitional period on tire pressure
monitoring systems is expected to end November 2017.
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Vehicles use radar, lidar and cameras to map the surrounding area. The
driver typically gets vision around the car on a display in the console. Knowledge of their surroundings helps vehicles to avoid traffic accidents and allows
automated driving and parking. Automated driving is currently researched
by most major car manufacturers. Ethical implications are still being discussed by society and legislators slowly adapt the law to technical progress.

1.3.4

Vehicles in the Internet of Things

The concept of the Internet of Things (IoT) changed the perception of cars.
Vehicles are now perceived as connected devices in the IoT. They are seen
as moving sensor networks and their data is invaluable to numerous applications. Vehicle owners benefit from information gathered by other vehicles
and transmitted over the internet. Real-time traffic data is combined with
the vehicles’ positions obtained from GNSS and to plan the vehicle’s route
towards their destinations such, that the vehicle avoids roadblocks and traffic congestion. More than that it becomes feasible to forecast traffic, as the
number of connected vehicles increases. These forecasts then allow to dynamically route traffic such that congestion don’t appear in the first place.
An important feature is that connected vehicles can drive in unity. Cooperative driving is predicted to tremendously increase the efficiency of vehicles
driving in groups. It can eliminate stop-and-go traffic and speed up the start
up process of standing vehicle groups at intersections.
As another example data from sensors, which monitor the proper functionality of vehicles’ units, can be combined for a large number of vehicles.
The combined data can then be used to more accurately forecast necessary
vehicle maintenance. Measurement data from vehicle sensors can be pooled.
For example data from tire monitoring can be fused on the internet to obtain
a more precise forecast on the next required service. The vehicle’s software
can now be updated via the internet, just as it is already possible for most
other computers. These updates can be performed via the owners Wireless
Local Area Network (WLAN) or data services in cellular networks. The car
no longer needs to be driven to a service station for that purpose. Seeing
vehicles as part of the IoT allows owners to customize their vehicle with
software applications, that they can chose and buy according to their own
preferences. This is already done with great success for smart phones, where
an influx of specialized software has become available for individual desires.
Workers can install office applications, amateur radio operators can enhance
the vehicles communication systems, scientists can more easily access vehicle
functions for their research, etc.
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Cooperative Driving

Realtime information from vehicular sensor networks already enables automated driving and information accessed through the IoT supports the vehicle in the long-term, but there is a large gap between these two information
sources. Sensors are limited to the vehicles’ own viewpoints and are obstructed by buildings and other vehicles. Information relayed through the
IoT might be too slow for some applications, especially during safety related
events.
For cooperative driving, vehicles need to communicate directly with each
other. They exchange information from their sensor networks and relay this
information to vehicles who did not get the original message, e.g. with
tall vehicle relaying [21]. Vehicles share their large-scale paths (e.g. driving
from Vienna to Graz) in the IoT to forecast congestion and they exchange
their current trajectories (e.g. lane changes) directly with surrounding road
users. Cooperative vehicles actively coordinate to protect vulnerable road
users, such as pedestrians and cyclists. Activating an airbag prior to an
accident is possible with cooperative driving, when other parties transmit
warning signals before impact. The radio frequency communication solutions
that enable cooperative driving are researched under the labels Vehicle-toVehicle (V2V), Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I), V2I and more specifically as
Car-to-Any (C2X) communication [22]. For this purpose a frequency band
at 5.9 GHz was reserved for Intelligent Transport Systems (ITSs) by the
European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) [23]. Future vehicles will cooperate, and communicative vehicles are needed as a technical
basis for cooperation.
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Automotive Antennas

In this dissertation antennas are defined as passive devices which transform
electromagnetic waves propagating along a waveguide into free-space propagating electromagnetic waves and vice versa.
This definition distinguishes antennas from devices that either only transmit electromagnetic waves (e.g. lasers, light-emitting diodes) or only receive
electromagnetic waves (e.g. photosensors) The definition implies that a wave
is transformed and not received and then generated in a different form (i.e.
phase information is preserved). This also means that complex systems,
which receive and and subsequently transmit electromagnetic waves are not
considered to be antennas (e.g. repeaters, mobile phones). It also excludes
antenna definitions with added functionality such as filtennas, rectennas,
active antennas etc. The components that add functionality are then not
considered part of the antenna.
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with antennas. Several excellent
books on antennas are available and a general introduction to antennas is
not given as part of this dissertation. Without claim of completeness, the
following books are widely considered to be standard literature for varying
degrees of prior education [24–26]. Vehicular antennas are almost exclusively
electrically small antennas. An overview of small antennas and small antenna
design techniques is given in [27]. Automotive antennas are discussed in [28],
but vehicular and automotive antennas are discussed throughout this dissertation because of the relevance and proximity to the dissertation’s topic.

1.4.1

Automotive Antenna Design

The antennas of the transmitter and the receiver are an essential part of
any wireless communication system. Identical to antenna design for other
applications, the goal of automotive antenna design is to develop antennas
suitable for the proper functionality of the communication system, i.e. design
an antenna that maximizes the channel capacity. This is done by designing
an antenna with the required antenna gain, radiation pattern, polarization,
bandwidth and input impedance. But while other telecommunication components like amplifiers, filters, mixers, etc. can be designed mostly independent
from their specific applications, two problems occur when designing antennas
for vehicles.
Firstly, the antenna influences the car. Car chassis are made from metal,
or electric conductive materials in general. Antennas therefore must be
placed on the outside of the vehicle, as electromagnetic waves do not penetrate electric conductors of sufficient thickness. Most antennas even protrude
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from the vehicle, which influences the vehicles’ drag coefficients. Antennas
are connected to electromagnetic waveguides, as they transform guided electromagnetic waves into free space propagating waves. This requires holes in
the hull, which influence mechanical stability. For mass produced vehicles
the most important factor might be that antennas influence the aesthetic design of the vehicle, which is a major selling point. At large wavelengths even
antennas that are electrically small (relative to wavelength) are physically
large.
Secondly, the car influences the antenna. It follows from the first point
that automotive antennas can not be designed without limitations. Vehicular antennas are influenced by the geometry and materials of the vehicle.
Depending on the mounting position, radiation is shadowed by the vehicle
itself, e.g. an antenna in the rear bumper does not radiate towards the front.
Several antennas are often collected and confined within an antenna module
of limited space. This is a necessary limitation, as the antennas are developed
by suppliers and not the car manufacturers themselves.
The goal of vehicular antenna design is to design antennas in accordance
with the communication system’s requirements, while minimizing the influence of the antenna on the vehicle and compensating the influence of the vehicle on the antenna. This motivates vehicular antenna design as a scientific
endeavor. The goal of scientific, vehicular antenna design is to characterize
the influence of vehicles on antennas, assess antenna concepts for vehicles, develop simulation models for vehicular antennas and develop design processes
that reduce the interdependency of vehicle and antenna.

1.4.2

Historical Development and State of the Art

A good overview of automotive antenna designs is given in [28]. Early vehicular antennas were used for the reception of radio broadcasts in the high
kilohertz and low megahertz range. Whip antennas allowed the reception of
these radio signals with AM and FM [29] and they are still in use.
The number of vehicular antennas has increased steadily since then. Antennas for GNSS were added for navigation systems. AM and FM antennas
were replaced by antennas for DAB and SDARS. For infotainment antennas
for television reception and data transfer to the internet are available. Mobile telephony is supported with antennas connecting to cellular networks.
Short range communication antennas are used for remote keyless entry, tire
pressure monitoring, electronic toll collection and V2X communication.
In modern vehicles AM/FM antennas are integrated into the windows
[30]. The physical size of antennas operating at a few megahertz is still a
challenging task today for military vehicles [31]. The possibility to excite
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characteristic modes of the vehicles themselves is currently being investigated
[32]. It is also possible to excite a part of the vehicle, such as the rearview
mirror [33].
In the 2000s antennas were gathered in antenna modules mounted at
the rear end of the vehicle roof, which have become the de facto standard
for most automotive antennas [34–51]. These antenna modules are referred
to as shark-fins, due to the appearance of their aerodynamic covering. The
modules currently contain antennas for GNSS (GPS and GLONASS), mobile
telephony (Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM), Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) and Long-Term Evolution (LTE)),
DARS (SDARS and DAB), remote keyless entry, C2X for ITS (Dedicated
Short-Range Communications (DSRC), IEEE 802.11p) and WLAN. Also
in the 2000s automotive multi-antenna systems were investigated [52–64].
Around the 2010s automotive antenna modules contain diversity antennas for
C2X and/or LTE to support Multiple-Input and Multiple-Output (MIMO)
communication [65–75].
Also around 2010 frequency- and pattern-reconfigurable antennas are
investigated for the automotive sector. Large antenna arrays for beamsteering are currently not economically feasible in automotive applications
[76]. Pattern-reconfigurable antennas can improve capacity in static MIMO
scenarios [77]. Several pattern reconfigurable antennas have been developed
by Kowalewski et al. [78–83]. Simulations suggest, that single pattern reconfigurable antennas increase capacity over antennas with static patterns in
vehicular scenarios [84]. Other concepts exploit spatial diversity by switching between antennas at different locations [85]. Measurements in Sec. 3.4.3
show that pattern reconfigurable antennas are feasible in a chassis cavity.
Radio frequency hardware and electronics are moved close to shark-fin
modules to form intelligent antenna systems and save cost on coaxial cables
[86, 87].

1.4.3

Future Requirements

The number of antennas on vehicles is expected to grow further. The LTE
Advanced standard already allows 8 × 8 MIMO communication. Cooperative
driving will further increase the demand in reliability for safety critical communication and in throughput for infotainment communication. To increase
reliability different antennas will be mounted on vehicles and use spatial,
frequency, polarization and pattern diversity. Shark-fin antenna modules
can not significantly grow in size and mounting several protruding antenna
modules on cars severely influences their aesthetic appearance.
One solution is to let go of aesthetic and aerodynamic requirements. Such
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systems are already in use for prototypes of self-driving cars, where radar and
lidar are mounted one meter above the vehicle roofs with support structures.
Antenna radiation is then no longer influenced or shadowed by the vehicle.
Omnidirectional radiation is easily possible. These antenna systems might
become feasible under the condition that dedicated city-cars appear, which
are not suitable for high speeds, and that the customers accept the changed
appearance of vehicles.
Another solution is to find mounting positions, where antennas no longer
influence the aesthetics and aerodynamics of vehicles. This means hiding the
antenna in already present car parts. Several concealed antenna positions
have already been investigated including bumpers, rearview mirrors, sideview
mirrors, spoilers, trunk lids and small cavities for single antennas. All these
positions share the problem, that the space is already occupied by other
functional units. Antennas can then not be developed independently. In
Chapter 3 an antenna cavity is presented, which can be manufactured as
part of vehicle chassis. The chassis antenna cavity is larger than shark-fin
modules, dedicated antenna space and can be fully concealed.
The current understanding of antenna optimization is that the antenna
should maximize channel capacity. Radiation patterns can be synthesized,
which maximize capacity for each channel. As vehicular channels change
very fast, it is in practice not possible to adapt to the channel in every
transmission. Advanced techniques such as beam steering with large arrays
are also currently not economically feasible for automotive applications.
In live networks it is difficult to estimate radio frequency channels and
channel capacity for vehicles, because the vehicle moves between estimation
and transmission. Communication schemes that require accurate knowledge
of channel capacity or channel state information at the transmitter are therefore difficult to use for vehicular communication. In [88] it is proposed to
use predictor antennas to estimate channel and capacity and wait for data
transmission until a second antenna is moved to the location of the predictor
antenna. For multiple-antenna systems it is proposed to arrange the antennas in a line and let every antenna act as predictor for the antenna behind it.
Although it can be expected that implementing such a scheme would cause
problems, it is evident, that estimating communication channels and their
capacity for several antennas will become a challenging task in the future.

1.4.4

Vehicle Influences on Antennas

As discussed in Sec. 1.4.1, a task of vehicular antenna research is to characterize influences of the vehicle on antennas. Early investigations for example
measured the influence of sirens mounted on police cars and compared six
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different mounting positions for whip antennas in the megahertz range [89].
The influence of body gaps is measured on a car model in [90]. Simulations of
roof curvature and roof rack crossbars show influences on gain patterns up to
7 dB [91]. Different positions on a roof ground plane are simulated in [92]. In
[93] the influence of bumpers, paint and saltwater on an automotive antenna
array are measured. Protective covers of shark-fin modules are investigated
in [94].
An experiment conducted by Kwoczek et al. drew much interest in the
automotive antenna community [95]. Measurements of Car-to-Car (C2C)
antennas together with a panorama glass roof showed a gain reduction of
15 − 20 dB, essentially preventing C2C communication in driving direction.
Measurements at 800 MHz and 2.6 GHz showed that this does not happen
for mobile telephony antennas [96]. On the contrary, because the dielectric
glass is placed in the near field, wave propagation is even slightly stronger
in the direction of the panorama window. Simulations suggest that a wave
is guided inside the glass for 5.9 GHz C2C [97]. The paper also puts heavy
emphasis on precise simulation models, the proper modeling of the roof-towindow transition region shows 6 dB difference in gain pattern depending on
the metal-to-glass transition used. A solution to the problem is to metallize
the panorama window [98].
Although material properties are sometimes already well known before
their application in vehicular antennas, such as aluminum, stainless steel or
Flame Retardant 4 (FR4), sometimes vehicular antenna researchers have to
characterize these materials and their influence on vehicular antennas. Pell
et al. measured the influence of automotive paints on antennas [99]. The
surprising finding was, that metallic paints behave like dielectrics and only
cause a small gain reduction of 0.5 dB. The use of an electrostatic primer
during painting however causes a gain reduction of 1.5 dB. A shark-fin antenna module manufactured as Molded Interconnect Device (MID) with the
LDS process is presented and measured in [71, 100]. Previously, several LDS
substrate materials’ properties were measured [101]. The influence of resin
covers on automotive millimeter-wave radar is discussed in [102]. Carbon
Fiber Reinforced Polymer are used for the lightweight construction of planes,
boats and cars. CFRP are increasingly used as chassis material for electric
cars. The antenna cavity presented in this dissertation in Sec. 3 is built
from CFRP to demonstrate the applicability for future vehicles. Several experiments and measurements are presented in Chapter 2 that estimate the
material properties of CFRP used in the automotive industry and the influence of CFRP onto automotive antennas. Detailed summaries of CFRP
properties and their influences on antennas are given in Sec. 2.1 and Sec.
2.2.
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Simulation models for cars are mainly limited in their geometric complexity by the calculation speed of commercial software. Simple wire grid
models [90] transitioned to coarse meshes [103, 104]. For antennas close to
or on windows it is essential to model the cars’ interior [105, 106]. For intravehicular communication and antennas on the windows it is also necessary
to consider passengers in the simulation [107]. Simulations are especially important as automotive antenna development follows strict time-lines and the
final vehicle is unavailable during development [108].
Discussions of antenna performance throughout this dissertation are based
on the uncertainties stemming from imprecise vehicular antenna simulation,
uncharacterized materials and vehicle parts which change between car models, or might even be optional add-ons. While a gain-reduction of smaller
than a decibel due to a CFRP reflector would be considered a significant
influence for space applications and would lead to the reflector being metalized; changes of a few decibel in gain patterns would not be considered to
be significant in automotive applications, as they would be within simulation
precision, be in the same order of magnitude as currently unknown material
properties and be overshadowed by the influence of optional add-ons such as
roof racks.
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Evaluation and Measurement of Vehicular
Antennas

Antenna performance is classically quantified by the measures input impedance, bandwidth, polarization, radiation efficiency and the gain pattern. Automotive antennas typically use waveguides with a 50 Ω impedance and antenna impedance should then be matched to the cable impedance as well
as possible to minimize the return loss. Antenna impedance matching to
50 Ω is depicted in this dissertation as return loss or as scattering parameters (S-parameters) over frequency. Visualization of antenna matching with
smith charts is more useful during antenna design, but the bandwidth of the
matching is not immediately visible.
This dissertation uses realized gain, as this quantity is obtained from
measurements in the anechoic chamber. The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) defines antenna gain on the basis of power accepted
by the antenna, whereas the realized gain includes the antenna mismatch
[109]. Antenna gain after the IEEE definition can be calculated from realized gain and S-parameters, but with good antenna matching the realized
gain is practically identical to the IEEE gain definition. Antenna gain after
the IEEE definition is only calculated for the conical monopole antenna on
a CFRP ground plane in Sec. 2.2.2, as the matching is poor below 1 GHz.
Antenna gain is given in dBi in reference to an isotropic radiator, as in the
IEEE definition.
For single antenna systems these quantities accurately reflect the performance of an antenna. Return loss, gain pattern and radiation efficiency are
used as the primary measures for antenna performance in this dissertation to
quantify the influence of CFRP onto antennas in Chapter 2 and the antenna
cavity in Chapter 3. Methods that link antenna design choices to influences
of these key performance indicators are well known in the literature.
Multiple antenna systems are now increasingly used on vehicles, but the
performance evaluation of multiple antenna systems is still debated among
scientists. In addition to regular performance measures for MIMO antennas
(e.g. multiplexing efficiency of MIMO antennas [110]), evaluation of vehicular
MIMO has to take into account effects specific to vehicular communication.
Multiple antenna systems can be used for different purposes like MultipleInput and Multiple-Output (MIMO) transmission schemes or antenna selection as diversity in case the active antenna is shadowed. The evaluation also
needs to be based on the application, i.e. high data-rate for infotainment,
but high reliability for safety relevant communication. Repeatable performance measurements in live networks are currently not possible. Although
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such measurement procedures are being researched at the time of writing
this dissertation, none of the state-of-the-art procedures are both meaningful
and repeatable in a scientific sense. Measurements are influenced by a large
variety of parameters, which the researcher currently has little control over
and often can’t even access. Examples are data-rate limitations, cell-load,
scheduling algorithms, vendor specific implementations of standards, street
layout, architecture, etc. Nevertheless, several procedures exist to evaluate
vehicular MIMO antennas.
In [111] it is found that simple propagation models like random lineof-sight and rich isotropic multipath are not suitable to evaluate vehicular
antennas, as they do not accurately reflect vehicular scenarios (see Chapter 2
in [111]). It is proposed in [111] to limit the angles of arrival either based on
simulations or measurement and then evaluate antennas based on received
power.
Assessment of MIMO antennas on the system level is investigated by
Ekiz in [112]. Ekiz performs measurements in live networks and separates
measurements into active and passive. [112] defines condition number and
mutual information as key performance indicators for passive measurements.
Received signal strength indicator, signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio and
throughput are used as key performance indicators for active measurements.
Reichardt inserts simulated or measured gain patterns into ray-tracing
simulations and evaluates them based on channel capacity [113–115]. Moreover, [115] presents a methodology to synthesize radiation patterns from
ray-tracing simulations, which are near-optimum in some average sense. A
more limited methodology is also presented, where such gain patterns can be
synthesized from measurements in live networks. The possibility to synthesize near-optimum gain patterns further motivates the use of gain patterns
to evaluate antennas in this dissertation.
Over-the-air testing in virtual electromagnetic environments is investigated in [116]. Over-the-air testing can be used to measure whole vehicles
[117–119] and it has already been used to evaluate a GNSS antenna [120].

1.5.1

Antenna Measurements in an Anechoic Chamber

All antenna gain measurements in this dissertation are performed inside anechoic chambers. Anechoic chambers serve two purposes: They shield the
measurement from outside radiation, and they prevent reflections on the inside which would otherwise interfere with waves radiated directly from the
antenna.
The anechoic chamber at the Institute of Telecommunications of the
Technische Universität Wien uses a spherical near-field measurement sys-
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Figure 1.1: Measurement setup in the
institute’s anechoic chamber. An antenna under test (AUT) is placed on
a Rohacell column stacked on a column made from glass-fiber reinforced
polymer. c 2014 IEEE, reprinted with
permission from [3].

tem. Far-field patterns are obtained from measurements in the near-field via
a near-field-to-far-field transformation. A detailed discussion of near-field
measurements and transformations is available in [121]. The chamber operates in a wide frequency range from 800 MHz to 40 GHz. The probe antenna
is located on an arm which can move up to polar angles θ ≤ 160◦ . The
Antenna Under Test (AUT) is placed on a column on an azimuth ϕ rotary
stage. The influence of the column on the antenna measurements should be
small. For this purpose a column made from Rohacell is used for lightweight
antennas. Rohacell is a polymethacrylimide hard foam; its dielectric properties are close to the those of air [122]. It is often used in measurements of
lightweight antennas, as it can be machined into fixtures and has negligible
influence on the results. The Rohacell column is presented in [17], where
also the performance of the chamber at TU Wien is discussed. A column
made from glass-fiber reinforced polymer is used for heavier objects (e.g. car
roofs, cavities). An aluminum fixture is added when necessary. A typical
measurement setup is depicted in Fig. 1.1.
Sec. 3.4.3 presents measurements of pattern reconfigurable antennas, that
are performed in cooperation with Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT).
These measurements are performed in the anechoic chamber at KIT.

Chapter 2
Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer
for Antennas
Carbon fiber composites are generally composites which contain carbon fibers
that reinforce a matrix. Polymers are widely used as matrix and these materials are then referred to as Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer (CFRP).
Other matrices are in use too e.g. carbon fiber reinforced concrete [123].
Carbon fiber strands can be woven into fabrics. The most commonly used
fabrics use plain or twill weave, other fabrics are used for special requirements
e.g. drapability. Sheets of unidirectional fibers are also used, fiber strand are
then sparsely connected with other materials like nylon. CFRP parts are
typically built as laminates from fibers preimpregnated with epoxy (prepreg)
and cured in an autoclave, but other production processes exist such as resin
transfer molding. CFRP are now widely used in lightweight construction due
to their large Young’s modulus relative to their weight. Applications are hulls
for airplanes, boats and sports cars and CFRP are also used in civil engineering and sports equipment. Various methods for recycling of CFRP are in use
[124]. CFRP offer high corrosion resistance for electric applications, as the
fibers are protected inside the matrix. Their radio frequency properties vary
widely with fiber volume fraction, weave and wavelength. The microwave
material properties of CFRP are estimated in this chapter and CFRP are
evaluated by measurement for their use for chassis antenna cavities.

2.1

Radio Frequency Properties of CFRP

The direct current properties of CFRP are not of interest for antenna applications, as the material properties in general show a large dependence on
frequency. For automotive antenna applications the electromagnetic proper17
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ties of CFRP in the range from megahertz to terrahertz are of interest. The
electromagnetic properties of CFRP are expected to be anisotropic due to
the nature of carbon fiber composites, where conductive fibers are embedded
in a dielectric matrix.
Electric conductivity and permittivity of unidirectional CFRP are measured from 102 −1010 Hz both in fiber direction and transversal to fiber direction in [125]. The influence of fiber volume fraction is also investigated. [125]
concludes that CFRP are good conductors up to 10 GHz. Graphite, carbonblack and unidirectional CFRP are compared in [126] from 0 − 109 Hz; fiber
orientation is also considered. Composites with interwoven carbon fibers
and glass fibers are considered in [127]. [128] measures the S-parameters of
unidirectional and [0 45 90 -45]2s material samples between two horn antennas, and in a second measurement setup compares the radar cross section of
CFRP parallel and perpendicular to fiber direction, both for 8−12 GHz. The
diamagnetic behavior of unidirectional CFRP is measured in [129] where it
is found that the real part of the permeability varies between 0 ≤ µr ≤ 1
depending on fiber orientation.
The most prominent method to estimate the material parameters of
CFRP is to measure the S-parameters of a sample inside a waveguide and
use the Nicolson-Ross-Weir (NRW) method [130, 131] to obtain conductivity,
permittivity and permeability [125, 129]. Other methods exist. CFRP fabrics
are measured between two loop antennas in [132]. Conductivity is estimated
from the radiation efficiency of a carbon-fiber monopole antenna in [133].
There are several models for CFRP. The need for models of different
complexity arises from the issue that simulations of individual fibers in large
structures is not feasible. Properties of fibers and fiber strands are smeared
to obtain macroscopic material parameters. Macroscopic descriptions of the
materials then use homogenous anisotropic properties. A detailed discussion of equivalent layer models in [134] studies models with different levels
of detail. In [135] microscopic material properties are translated into impedance networks. In [136] CFRP are described as tensors: A macroscopic
description is derived from virtual materials, that are generated from bubble meshes. Conductivity in fiber direction is estimated from fiber volume
fraction with a rule of mixture model. As the investigated materials are below the percolation threshold, conductivity perpendicular to fiber direction
is very low. Perpendicular to fiber direction conductivity is based on the
capacity between monte-carlo placed fiber cross sections.
In automotive applications such models might not be necessary to model
CFRP ground planes. As will be shown in Sec. 2.2.2, ground planes from
woven CFRP have negligible influence on automotive antennas’ radiation
patterns, and can therefore be modeled as isotropic.
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Material Characterization with the NRW Method

The CFRP investigated in literature are typically laminates with unidirectional plies; sometimes stacked with different ply alignment to obtain more
isotropic Young’s modulus and electric conductivity. Unidirectional CFRP
are of wide theoretical interest, as the anisotropy is more pronounced and
material models are simpler than those of woven materials. But these materials are not necessarily the ones which are used in the automotive industry. Materials in the automotive industry are subject to stringent recycling
requirements. Carbon composites used in mass produced cars therefore typically contain a large percentage of recycled fibers. From an electromagnetic
viewpoint, the radio frequency conductivity, permittivity and permeability
of materials with short, recycled fibers shreds will significantly differ from
unidirectional CFRP, which are typically investigated.
Currently the most important automotive, wireless communication service is V2X communications, as it is safety critical communication. Communication between vehicles of similar height, such as C2C, might be affected
by the change from metal to composite car roofs. The service uses the DSRC
5.875 − 5.905 GHz frequency band in Europe [137] and similar bands in other
countries [22]. A frequency band around 5.9 GHz is therefore chosen for the
estimation of the constitutive material properties of automotive carbon composites.
In this section the electromagnetic properties of a twill weave CFRP and a
CFRP with short carbon fiber shreds in random alignment on its top layer are
measured at 5.9 GHz. Material properties are estimated from measurements
of laminate samples inside a rectangular waveguide using the Nicolson-RossWeir (NRW) method. This section is based on [2, 13].
Two CFRP are investigated. One is a 2/2 twill weave CFRP laminate
whit plies stacked as [45 90 45 90 45]. The twill-CFRP is 0.9 mm thick
and has approximately 1000 filaments per roving. The second material is a
laminate with unidirectional fiber plies, but on its top layers there are fiber
shreds of approximately 1 cm length in random alignment. The thickness of
the shred-CFRP is 2.26 mm.
The S-parameters of samples from the Material Under Test (MUT) are
measured inside rectangular waveguides. The standard operating frequency
range of rectangular waveguides is in monomode operation. The waveguide
is used in a frequency range above the cutoff frequency of its fundamental
TE10 mode, but below the cutoff frequencies of other modes. This measurement procedure is therefore suitable to characterize material anisotropy, as
the electric field vectors within the waveguide are all aligned parallel to the
shorter waveguide walls. A rectangular waveguide WR187 is used (nomi-
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Figure 2.1: Setup to measure the S-parameters of material samples inside a
rectangular waveguide. Reprinted with permission from [2].

nal frequency range 3.94 − 5.99 GHz and TE10 cutoff 3.152 GHz. Samples
with different orientations are cut from the MUT to characterize material
anisotropy. Samples are cut from 0◦ to 90◦ in 10◦ steps for the twill-CFRP.
The shred-CFRP is investigated from 0◦ to 110◦ in 5◦ steps. As the material has short carbon fiber shreds in random alignment on its top layer,
it was suspected that the material might by inhomogeneous on the investigated size scale. This material inhomogeneity is investigated by cutting four
samples with the same alignment (0◦ ) from different locations of the MUT.
All samples are taken from the same sheet, not from different batches. The
measurement setup is depicted in Fig. 2.1.
The NRW method allows the estimation of intrinsic electromagnetic material properties from measures S-parameters. The NRW method was developed in the 1970s and has since become a standard method to estimate
material properties. The original method is described in a paper by Nicolson
and Ross [130] and a paper by Weir [131].
The first step is typically to move the calibration planes from the sample
fixture to the surface of the material samples, as the location of the MUT
inside the fixture may vary depending on the investigated material. This is
done according to [138],
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Ri = e−γ0 Li , i ∈ {1, 2}
S11
C
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R12
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(2.1)
(2.2)
(2.3)

with the scattering parameters Smn from port n to port m and Li being
C
the distance from the calibration plane at port i to the material sample. S11
C
and S21
are then used in the NRW equations [131],
√
Γ = X ± X2 − 1
(2.4)
C 2
C 2
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2S11
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1
1
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= −
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2πd
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+ S21
S11
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P =
C
C
1 − (S11
+ S21
)Γ
where d is the thickness of the MUT and P is the propagation factor.
As P is a complex number in general, the logarithm in Eq. 2.6 is ambiguous by 2πn, n ∈ N0 . The ambiguity of the logarithm is a well known
problem of the NRW method and several solutions have been proposed. The
most common disambiguation method (e.g. [139]) used for CFRP is to limit
measurements to thin samples with d < λ. As CFRP are often built as thin
laminates, this condition is typically fulfilled at microwave frequencies. The
method proposed in [131] compares group delays from estimated results to
the group delay obtained from the slope of the propagation factor P . This
requires to calculate the NRW equations for a large amount of n as the solution is chosen a posteriori. Instead of comparing the phase difference at each
frequency point, it is possible to compare it to the preceding frequency point
[140]. No branching is then needed, but the method requires knowledge of a
frequency point with defined n. Wavelengths much larger than sample thickness d can easily be measured in coaxial cables and lead to defined n = 0.
In waveguides this is not possible, as waveguides have a cutoff frequency and
the method would need to be used in conjunction with a starting method
that defines n for one frequency. Phase ambiguity can also be resolved by
measuring two samples with different thickness [138]. The results obtained
in this section are obtained with the assumption that the samples are thin
d < λ, and are checked with the method from [131].
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Figure 2.2: Estimated permittivity of a) shred-CFRP and b) twill-CFRP
based on rectangular waveguide measurements. Reprinted with permission
from [2].
Following the disambiguation of the logarithm and calculation of the
NRW equations, the complex magnetic permeability µr and electric permittivity r are estimated according to [131, 138], as
1+Γ
q
Λ(1 − Γ) λ12 −
0


2
λ
1
1
+
= 0r − j00r = 0
µr λ2c Λ2

µr = µ0r − jµ00r =
r

1
λ2c

(2.8)

(2.9)

where λ0 is the wavelength in free space and λc is the cut-off frequency of
the waveguide.
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Figure 2.3: Estimated permeability of a) shred-CFRP and b) twill-CFRP
based on rectangular waveguide measurements. Reprinted with permission
from [2].

Estimated permittivity is depicted in Fig. 2.2 and permeability is depicted in Fig. 2.3. The permeability of both the shred-CFRP and the twillCFRP are between 0 and 1, with the relative permeability of shred-CFRP
being low independent of the orientation and an anisotropic permeability of
the twill-CFRP varying between 0.1 and 0.6. Results are in accordance with
the strong diamagnetic behavior described in [129].
The NRW equations allow negative estimates of the permittivity and permeability. Slightly negative values are estimated, although passive materials
are investigated, as is evident for sample 0◦ d in Fig. 2.2a, a few values in
Fig. 2.3a and the 30◦ sample in Fig. 2.3b.
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Figure 2.4: Estimated conductivity of a) shred-CFRP and b) twill-CFRP
based on rectangular waveguide measurements. Reprinted with permission
from [2].
Conductivity is estimated directly from S11 as in [141]:
2

4πµ0 f (1 − |S11 |2 )
σ=

2 ,
p
2
2
4
2
Z0 (1 + |S11 | ) − −|S11 | + 6|S11 | − 1

(2.10)

where µ0 is the magnetic constant, f the frequency and Z0 is the free space
impedance.
Estimated conductivity is depicted in Fig. 2.4. Compared to the anisotropic
conductivity of unidirectional CFRP (see Sec. 2.1), the anisotropies of the
conductivities of shred-CFRP and twill-CFRP are much less pronounced.
The conductivity of the CFRP with shredded fibers in random alignment
varies only within one order of magnitude.
There are several implications from these findings:
• As antenna measurements in Sec. 2.2.2 confirm, the quasi-isotropic
conductivity of these CFRP results in only negligible influence on the
radiation patterns of automotive antennas on CFRP ground planes.
• The quasi-isotropic conductivity of the investigated CFRP implies that
complex material models are not required in antenna simulations. The
geometry of the weave does not need to be considered in the investigated frequency range. Layered models are not necessary and permittivity, permeability and conductivity can be modeled as approximately
isotropic, instead of being modeled as tensors.
• The skin depth of the electric current is only very small at microwave
frequencies. It is therefore possible to only manufacture the top layer
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from a CFRP with properties favorable in antenna applications. The
remaining plies of the laminate can be designed in accordance with
mechanical considerations.
• The conductivity of the CFRP with recycled fiber shreds on the top
layer is slightly more isotropic than the conductivity of the twill weave.
The use of fiber shreds obtained from recycled carbon fiber composites
is beneficial from an antenna viewpoint.

2.2
2.2.1

CFRP in Antenna Applications
CFRP Antennas and Reflectors

CFRP are electric conductors and therefore suitable to build antennas, as is
discussed in Sec. 2.1. In practice lightweight construction is not necessary
for most antennas, as only antennas for low frequencies are physically large
and therefore heavy. But some areas benefit from lightweight construction of
antennas such as large reflector dishes for radio astronomy and reflectors for
satellite antennas in space applications. CFRP are also used if lightweight
construction of the antenna is not necessary, but when CFRP are already
present on the structure and are then used for antennas. This is the case
for most vehicles, where the hull or chassis is built from CFRP and used as
reflector or ground plane for antennas. Nevertheless, construction of antennas from CFRP is certainly possible and might replace other technologies
such as Printed Circuit Board (PCB) antennas or punched, bent sheet metal
parts. In this section the state of the art of CFRP in antenna applications
is reviewed, before my own contributions are discussed in Sec. 2.2.2 and
Sec. 2.2.3.
First applications of CFRP for military aircraft date back to at least the
1960s [142]. Conference proceedings on “Electromagnetic Effects of (Carbon)
Composite Materials upon Avionics Systems” by the Advisory Group for
Aerospace Research & Development (AGARD) of the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) from 1980 are published in [143].
CFRP reflectors are measured in X-band in [144] and a gain difference to
aluminum < 0.8 dB is found. Measurements at L- and S-band in [145] found
a difference < 0.1 dB. A dual-offset reflector antenna is discussed in [146],
but it was metalized as the specification for cross-polarization discrimination
could not be met otherwise. A Ka-band dual reflector antenna and a Ku/Kaband dual gridded reflector are presented in [147]. Reflectivity measurements
with different methods for antenna refletorcs in the range from 110 - 200 GHz
are found in [148, 149]. High reflectivity of 96 - 97 % in fiber direction and
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75 % perpendicular to fiber direction are found. Deployable CFRP booms for
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) antennas are described and manufactured
in [150]. A CFRP reflector for the detection of power lines by helicopters at
76 GHz is presented in [151, 152]. In [153] the use of horn antennas instead of
open-ended waveguides is investigated. The production process and practical
problems of a CFRP reflector for the square kilometer array are elaborated
in [154].
The reflection properties of CFRP are not only important for antenna
reflectors, but also as a target for radars. A recent investigation of the
radar cross section at 7 - 12 GHz found that the orientation of twill weave
samples to the polarization of the incident wave was not important [155].
But the reflection from unidirectional CFRP varied by 5 - 8 dB depending on
orientation.
Several antennas manufactured from CFRP are found in the literature.
A bow-tie antenna is presented in [156] and the influence of fiber direction
and weave is investigated. A lozenge monopole antenna is manufactured
and measured in [157]. In [158] a monopole antenna is presented, where the
monopole consists of carbon fiber strands.
Antennas are often built on or into CFRP, in case such structures are
already available. A blade antenna for 1 GHz is measured on a carbon composite ground plane in [159]. Microstrip patch antennas are measured on
unidirectional CFRP stacked as [0 45 -45 90] in [141, 160]; it is found that
the orientation of the top ply shifts the resonance frequency and reduces antenna gain. Microstrip antennas on CFRP are also investigated in [161]. The
anisotropy of unidirectional CFRP is utilized in [162] to build a mechanically reconfigurable antenna. Modes are suppressed, by rotating the antenna
against the anisotropic ground plane.
Slotted waveguide antennas are developed in [163], that can be built into
CFRP airplane hulls. The antennas use rectangular CFRP support structures as electromagnetic waveguides and are load-bearing. A single CFRP
slotted waveguide is presented in [164]; decreased antenna gain is explained
to be cause by the anisotropic conductivity around the slots. A production
manual is available in [165]. Single slotted waveguide antennas are combined
to an array - the slotted waveguide antenna stiffened structure [166]. Slot
antennas without waveguides can be backed by cavities [167]. A loop feed is
discussed in [168]. Beam steering is demonstrated by building the slot array
as a rectangular coaxial structure instead of a rectangular waveguide [169].
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CFRP as Antenna Ground Plane

Antennas located on the car roof are often built as monopole antennas, such
that they use the car roof as antenna ground plane. Monopole antennas provide omnidirectional radiation, which is necessary as the vehicle’s orientation
towards a transmitter and/or receiver is in general unknown. Monopole antennas can be seen as one half of a dipole antenna, which is then mirrored
on a conductive ground plane. While in theory an infinitely large, perfect
conductive ground plane is required, in practice a large metallic ground plane
is sufficient. The car roof offers a large conductive ground plane and most
vehicular services require omnidirectional radiation patterns, such as C2X,
mobile telephony, terrestrial radio and WLAN.
CFRP are introduced as construction material to reduce vehicle weight.
This is especially important for electric cars, as reduced vehicle weight directly increases the range per battery charge. Investigations are required,
whether CFRP chassis can still be used as antenna ground planes. As presented in Sec. 2.1, CFRP are electric conductors, but their conductivity is
anisotropic in general. To the best of the author’s knowledge, the first measurement of a monopole antenna on a CFRP ground plane was conducted in
[159] in 1982. A quarter-wavelength blade antenna for 1 GHz was measured
on a CFRP ground plane and it was found that anisotropy effects were undetectable within measurement accuracy. In this section measurements of
several CFRP with different fiber weave are performed and evaluated to determine if CFRP as ground plane materials influence antenna performance.
The section is based on [2, 3, 9].
Investigation of CFRP ground planes with narrowband wire monopole antennas
Simple quarter-wavelength long wire monopole antennas for the Industrial,
Scientific and Medical (ISM) 2.4 GHz band and the V2X 5.9 GHz band are
measured on circular ground planes made from CFRP. For measurements
coaxial cables are attached to SubMiniature version A (SMA) flanges The
wire monopole antennas are soldered to the flanges’ inner conductors and
the flanges are screwed to threaded holes in the ground planes. The wire
monopole antenna for 5.9 GHz on the shred-CFRP is depicted in Fig. 2.5.
Three different CFRP are investigated. The first is a 0.9 mm thick sheet
with a 2/2 twill weave and is denoted as twill-CFRP. The investigated twillCFRP is stacked as a laminate with [45 90 45 90 45]. The twill-weave has
approximately 1000 filaments per roving and an overall fill level of about
45 %. A photograph of the twill-CFRP is depicted in Fig. 2.6a. The second
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Figure 2.5: A wire monopole antenna for 5.9 GHz on a circular ground plane
made from CFRP.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.6: Photograph of the a) twill-CFRP and b) shred-CFRP. c 2014
IEEE, reprinted with permission from [3].
material consists of unidirectional plies, but has short carbon fiber shreds
in random alignment on the top layer, it is denoted as shred-CFRP. The
shred-CFRP disk has a thickness of 2.26 mm. A photograph of the material
is depicted in Fig. 2.6b. The third CFRP is again a 2/2 twill-weave, it is
thereafter called twill-CFRP2. Twill-CFRP2 is commercially available from
CG TEC, its plies are arranged as [0 90]N and it has a fiber volume fraction of
approximately 60%. The materials are compared to a 2 mm thick aluminum
disk. All circular ground planes have a diameter of 195 mm.
The measured return losses of the antennas are depicted in Fig. 2.7. The
wire monopole antennas were cut to length, such that they are resonant on
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Figure 2.7: Measured return loss of the monopole antennas on CFRP ground
planes at a) 2.45 GHz and b) 5.9 GHz. c 2014 IEEE, reprinted with permission from [3].

the aluminum ground plane at the desired frequencies 2.45 GHz and 5.9 GHz.
When placed on the CFRP ground planes the resonance frequencies are then
slightly shifted. However, the return loss of the monopole antennas is still
better than 10 dB on all ground planes and this effect can easily be compensated in antenna design by changing the length of the antenna.
The gain patterns of the antennas are measured in the institute’s anechoic
chamber. Vertical cuts of the normalized gain patterns at azimuth ϕ =
0◦ are depicted in Fig. 2.8. The horizontal cuts of the normalized gain
patterns at θ = 90◦ are depicted in Fig. 2.9. The vertical gain patterns
show almost no difference between materials. Small variations are evident
close to zenith for 0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 15◦ and for the backlobes at 2.45 GHz, see Fig.
2.8a. In Fig. 2.8b minor variations are evident at 5.9 GHz again close to
zenith for 0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 30◦ . In the important region for monopole antennas
θ < 90◦ the patterns are almost identical. Variations in radiation patterns
in the horizontal plane in Fig. 2.9 are smaller than 1 dB. For automotive
monopole antennas these variations are smaller than most other vehicular
influences. CFRP can therefore be assumed to have no influence on monopole
antennas’ radiation patterns at 2.45 GHz and 5.9 GHz. This implies, that
the investigated CFRP can be modeled as isotropic in automotive antenna
simulations. These simplifications do not apply to CFRP with unidirectional
fiber alignment, as will be shown in the second part of this section.
The radiation efficiency on the CFRP ground planes was also measured
and is given relative to the efficiency on aluminum in Tab. 2.1. Depending
on the CFRP and frequency the radiation efficiency is reduced to 76.9 % of
the efficiency on an aluminum ground plane. In automotive applications such
an efficiency reduction of up to 1.2 dB will be acceptable.
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Figure 2.8: Measured normalized gain patterns of wire monopole antennas on
CFRP ground planes, vertical cut at ϕ = 0◦ for a) 2.45 GHz and b) 5.9 GHz.
c 2014 IEEE, reprinted with permission from [3].
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Figure 2.9: Measured normalized gain patterns of wire monopole antennas
on CFRP ground planes, horizontal cut at θ = 90◦ at a) 2.45 GHz and b)
5.9 GHz. c 2014 IEEE, reprinted with permission from [3].
Investigation of CFRP ground planes with wideband conical monopole antennas
To obtain measurement results in a wider frequency range, the results with
wire monopole antennas from [3] are repeated with wideband conical monopole antennas. The first twill-CFRP is no longer investigated. The disk was
quite thin which caused problems, as the holes could not be threaded properly. The twill-CFRP investigated in this section is again the commercially
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Al
twill-CFRP shred-CFRP
2.45 GHz
10dB bandwidth [GHz]
0.29
0.32
0.31
relative 10dB BW [%]
11.8
13.1
12.7
2.1
2.0
1.4
maximum gain [dBi]
relative efficiency [%]
100.0 102.3
91.0

twill-CFRP2
0.32
13.1
1.6
94.4

5.9 GHz
10dB bandwidth [GHz]
1.30
relative 10dB BW [%]
22.0
maximum gain [dBi]
4.2
relative efficiency [%]
100.0

1.48
25.1
3.5
87.3

1.42
24.1
3.2
82.2

1.43
24.2
3.0
76.9

Table 2.1: Comparison of measured antenna properties with different ground
plane materials. c 2014 IEEE, reprinted with permission from [3].

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.10: Photograph of the a) twill-CFRP and b) shred-CFRP. c 2017
IEEE, reprinted with permission from [9].
available material from CG TEC. The plies of the 2/2 twill weave are again
stacked as [0 90]N to a total thickness of 1.6 mm and the fiber volume fraction is 63 % according to manufacturer. A photograph of the twill-CFRP is
depicted in Fig. 2.10a. Again the shred-CFRP is investigated, a photograph
with larger scaling is depicted in Fig. 2.10b. The third CFRP investigated
with conical monopole antennas has plies with unidirectional fiber alignment,
all oriented in the same direction ϕ = 0◦ . The plate has a thickness of 4 mm,
quite thick as unidirectional CFRP plates break easily. All ground planes
have a diameter of 300 mm. The disks are cut by waterjet; again SMA
flanges are screwed to threaded holes in the center of the disks.
The conical monopole antennas are standard designs, which are dimensioned according to [170]. The lowest frequency of operation is defined by
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Figure 2.11: Conical monopole antenna on twill weave CFRP. The antenna
is placed on a Rohacell pillar in the institute’s anechoic chamber. c 2017
IEEE, reprinted with permission from [9].
the height of the antenna; the operation at higher frequencies is defined by
the manufacturing precision of the cone tip. The impedance is adjusted by
the angle between cone and ground plane. The length of the cylindrical extension on the bottom is adjusted to the thickness of the different ground
planes, such that the cone tip is positioned at the ground plane surface. All
cones are turned from brass. The tubes on the bottom of the cones tightly
fit onto the inner conductors of the SMA flanges. Soldering is not required.
A photograph of a conical monopole antenna on the twill weave CFRP is
depicted in Fig. 2.11.
Measured S-parameter are depicted in Fig. 2.12. Above 2 GHz the Sparameters of the conical monopole antennas are better than -10 dB on all
investigated materials. Below 2 GHz the return loss is lower than 10 dB. This
would influence the gain patterns, as they are measured as realized gain in
the anechoic chamber and the antenna mismatch would then be included in
the gain patterns. The antenna gain according to the IEEE definition, which
is based on power accepted by the antenna, is therefore calculated from the
measured realized gain, which is based on power supplied to the antenna.
The depicted IEEE gain no longer contains the antenna mismatch.
The vertical cuts of the gain patterns (IEEE gain definition) are depicted
in Fig. 2.13. The left sides of the plots show the vertical cuts at azimuth
ϕ = 0◦ and the right sides of the plots show the vertical cuts at ϕ = 90◦ . For
the unidirectional CFRP ϕ = 0◦ corresponds to fiber direction and ϕ = 90◦
is perpendicular to fiber direction. The first important observation is, that
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Figure 2.12: Measured S-parameters of conical monopole antennas on different ground plane materials. c 2017 IEEE, reprinted with permission from
[9].
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Figure 2.13: Vertical cuts of the conical monopole antennas’ measured gain
patterns (IEEE gain definition) on different ground plane materials. Each
plot shows the pattern at ϕ = 0◦ on the left and the pattern at ϕ = 90◦ on
the right side. Cuts are shown for a) 2 GHz, b) 5 GHz and c) 10 GHz c 2017
IEEE, reprinted with permission from [9].
the gain patterns on the industrial and twill CFRP are almost identical to
the gain patterns on aluminum. The second observation is, that the gain
patterns on the unidirectional CFRP differ from those on aluminum. In fiber
direction the gain is reduced, but the shape of the patterns are almost the
same as on an isotropic material. Perpendicular to fiber direction the gain
is reduced, but more importantly the shapes of the gain patterns are also
changed. In the region from 1 - 10 GHz unidirectional CFRP clearly behave
as an anisotropic material, when used as antenna ground plane.
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Figure 2.14: Absolute difference between the vertical cuts of the gain patterns
on aluminum and unidirectional CFRP for azimuth ϕ = 90◦ (perpendicular
to fiber direction). c 2017 IEEE, reprinted with permission from [9].
To further investigate the anisotropic behavior of unidirectional CFRP
over frequency, the absolute difference of the vertical cuts perpendicular to
fiber direction of the gain patterns on unidirectional CFRP and aluminum
are depicted in Fig. 2.14. Monopole antennas do not radiate towards zenith
or nadir, and variations at θ ≈ 0◦ and θ ≈ 180◦ can be neglected. Changes
in the backlobes (120◦ ≤ θ ≤ 160◦ ) are not important, as radiation below the
ground plane is unwanted in most applications. But the gain pattern changes
at θ ≈ 90◦ are very concerning. Changes in gain patterns from isotropic
ground planes of 10 dB are quite large. The more so as the anisotropy influences become very large at 5.9 GHz, a frequency which is used for V2V
communication.
The changed gain patterns result in a changed directivity, as is shown in
Fig. 2.15. But not only the directivity is changed; the unidirectional CFRP
results in reduced radiation efficiency. Fig. 2.16 shows that the radiation
efficiency on CFRP is reduced by up to 4 dB from the efficiency on aluminum.
It should be noted, that the radiation efficiency is estimated from IEEE
gain values, which are calculated from measured realized gain patterns of
the antennas and S-parameter measurements, and the absolute gain value
measured with reference horn antennas. This leads to inaccuracies in the
estimation of the efficiency and results in efficiency values slightly above
100 %.
As a conclusion to these investigations it can be said that CFRP with
twill weave and with shredded carbon fibers in random alignment act as
isotropic ground plane materials in the gigahertz-range. The anisotropy of
unidirectional CFRP ground planes cause large changes in the gain patterns
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Figure 2.15: Measured directivity of conical monopole antennas on different
ground plane materials. c 2017 IEEE, reprinted with permission from [9].
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Figure 2.16: Calculated radiation efficiency of conical monopole antennas on
different ground plane materials. c 2017 IEEE, reprinted with permission
from [9].
of monopole antennas.

2.2.3

Automotive Antennas on a CFRP Car Roof

CFRP are investigated as ground plane material on the example of flat disks
in Sec. 2.2.2. This simplified ground plane geometry is very useful, as it
is circularly symmetric and together with circularly symmetric antennas it
can be used to measure anisotropy in antenna gain patterns. Although it
could be assumed, that these results obtained on small disks translate to the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.17: Shark-fin automotive antenna module on half of a CFRP car
roof: a) top view and b) front view.
behavior on whole car roofs; one can not be certain until quantitative results
are obtained by measurement.
The goal of the measurements in this section is to quantify the influence of
CFRP car roofs on automotive antennas. CFRP ground planes are therefore
no longer simplified, and the ground plane now has the size and geometry
of a car roof. The antennas are also no longer simplified to wire monopole
antennas or conical monopole antennas, but a whole automotive antenna
module from mass production is measured. The section is based on [5].
An unpainted CFRP car roof from mass production is obtained. Practical
problems arise, when comparing a CFRP car roof to a metal roof. Vehicles
either use a CFRP or metal roof and different car models have different roof
geometry. It is therefore not possible to obtain mass produced car roofs with
the same geometry made from these two materials. Furthermore, CFRP
and aluminum roofs use different production processes and production of the
exact same roof geometry from aluminum is economically not reasonable.
As a tradeoff a flat 1 × 1 m2 aluminum sheet is used. The shark-fin fixture
and contour of the aluminum are laser cut. Only half of the CFRP roof
is measured, as the institute’s anechoic chamber is not large enough for a
whole car roof. The roof’s CFRP has fiber shreds in random alignment on
the top layer. The investigated automotive antenna module is a shark-fin
housing which contains several antennas, two of them are C2C antennas
manufactured in PCB technology on FR4. The antenna module on half of
the CFRP car roof is shown in Fig. 2.17. Only the results for one C2C
antenna are presented in this dissertation; the results of both C2C antennas
are published in [5].
The CFRP roof and aluminum sheet are mounted with a fixture on a glass
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Figure 2.18: Automotive antenna module mounted on a CFRP car roof inside
an anechoic chamber. c 2016 IEEE, reprinted with permission from [5].
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Figure 2.19: Measured S-parameters of the C2C antennas a) on an aluminum
sheet and b) on a CFRP car roof. c 2016 IEEE, reprinted with permission
from [5].
fiber reinforced polymer column in the anechoic chamber, as is depicted in
Fig. 2.18. The antenna is mounted in a horizontal position, it might be tilted
when mounted on the rear end of a car roof.
Measured S-parameters are depicted in Fig. 2.19. Fig. 2.19a shows the
results on the aluminium sheet and Fig. 2.19b shows the results on the
CFRP car roof. The return loss of both C2C antennas is excellent with
≈ 20 dB in the desired frequency band. Antenna isolation is also excellent
with ≈ −30 dB. Only small differences are noticeable between the aluminum
and CFRP ground plane.
Gain patterns are shown in Fig. 2.20. Differences of about 2 dB are in the
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Figure 2.20: Measured gain patterns of a C2C antenna on an aluminum sheet
and a CFRP car roof at 5.9 GHz, a) vertical cut at ϕ = 0◦ b) horizontal cut
at θ = 90◦ . c 2016 IEEE, reprinted with permission from [5].

same magnitude as known influences of room curvature. No additional zeros
are caused by the CFRP and there are no large changes in gain patterns, as
they occur for unidirectional CFRP in Sec. 2.2.2.
Measured radiation efficiency is shown in Fig. 2.21 on the aluminum sheet
and on the CFRP car roof. The efficiency on the CFRP car roof relative to
the efficiency on aluminum is also given. The radiation efficiency is reduced
by 10 % on the CFRP roof, which is less than the 23 % reduction found in Sec.
2.2.2 on a small CFRP disk. A possible explanation is the aluminum base
of the automotive antenna module. A 10 % reduction in radiation efficiency
can be neglected in automotive applications.
As a conclusion to measurements of an automotive antenna module on a
CFRP car roof it can be said, that small influences of the material on the
antenna exist. Radiation efficiency is reduced by 10 %. As the material’s
influence of the gain pattern could not be measured independent of the roof
geometry, the conclusion is, that the influence of CFRP on the automotive
antenna is at least less than the influence of the roof curvature. These influences are smaller than most other influences on automotive antennas (see
Sec. 1.4.4) and do not need to be considered in practice.
As a general conclusion to this chapter it is found that CFRP with shred-
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Figure 2.21: Measured radiation efficiency of a C2C antenna on an aluminum
sheet and on a CFRP car roof. c 2016 IEEE, reprinted with permission from
[5].
ded fibers and CFRP with woven fabrics are quasi-isotropic conductors in
the single-digit gigahertz region. The conductivity of these CFRP varies
within one order of magnitude. CFRP made from unidirectional fibers are
anisotropic. Accordingly, measurements of CFRP as ground plane material
for antennas show that shred-CFRP and woven CFRP have no significant
influence on gain patterns, while unidirectional CFRP drastically change the
gain patterns of antennas placed on it. Measurements of an automotive antenna module on a shred-CFRP car roof also show that the CFRP behaves
as an isotropic conductor. From an antenna design viewpoint shredded and
woven CFRP can be used as antenna ground planes. For simulations these
CFRP can be modeled as isotropic materials.
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Chapter 3
Concealed Vehicle Chassis
Antenna Cavity
3.1

Design Considerations for Chassis Antenna
Cavities

This section starts with claiming design goals for new antenna mounting positions. The aim is to get an abstract view on automotive antenna design,
define requirements for a new automotive antenna module, find suitable locations for an automotive antenna module and then design a new antenna
module that fits these requirements. The prove, that this mounting position
is indeed a good position for antennas and that antennas inside the module function properly, is given in later sections of this chapter by building
a prototype and measuring several state of the art antennas inside the new
module.
The following requirements are demanded of the antenna module:
• The antenna module must to be located in an optimum position for
antennas on the vehicle.
• The antenna module must be concealed.
• The antenna module must be dedicated antenna space.
• The antenna module must be large.
• The antenna module must be compatible with existing antenna designs
to allow a smooth transition to the new technology.
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Antenna Positions on Vehicles

Several scientific works investigate optimal vehicular and automotive antenna mounting positions. An early investigation is published in [89], which
considers six antenna positions on a police car, three on the roof, two on the
trunk and one on the front fender. For a long time the design principal was
that automotive antennas should be omnidirectional, as the vehicle might be
oriented in an arbitrary direction towards a transmitter. For most services
(audio broadcasts, telephony, etc.) the antenna’s position on the vehicle was
chosen such that omnidirectional radiation patterns were possible, typically
antennas were mounted on the roof. As vehicular antenna systems consisted
of a simple single antenna per service, advanced functionality like beam steering was not feasible. For satellite reception [171] investigates positions for
GPS antennas and concludes that the roof and trunk are preferable positions.
This view changes when MIMO antenna systems are introduced on vehicles. The evaluation becomes increasingly more difficult as MIMO antennas
involve both pattern diversity and spatial diversity. Pattern diversity is either deliberately designed or caused by the vehicle itself e.g. shadowing from
large vehicle parts. The electromagnetic waves are also not immediately radiated, but wave propagation along vehicles is a complicated process involving
edge diffraction, reflections, waves guided inside dielectric parts and interference of these waves [97]. A large number of investigations research optimal
vehicular mounting positions for MIMO antennas [52–54, 61, 63, 100, 115,
172, 173]. For repeatability ray tracing simulations are used to investigate
automotive antenna positions [56, 66, 114, 115, 174]. [66] investigates antenna height. [113, 114, 175] compare 16 locations, including bumpers, roof,
side mirrors and roof pillars. It is found that the best MIMO positions are
the side mirrors and the roof and near-optimum radiation patterns for these
positions are synthesized. [56] compares antenna positions in virtual test
drives. [52] measures five different positions on the roof and one antenna on
the upper end of the windshield. From the same measurements [54] draws
the conclusion that vertical spacial diversity (roof and windshield) is important for C2C communication, as it counteracts destructive interference from
road reflections (compare two-ray models, [176]). [172] considers polarization
diversity. In [173] channel capacity is measured for 2×2 MIMO systems with
15 locations on the car’s hood, roof and trunk.
The car roof is an available and feasible position for antennas. It might
contain panorama roof windows, sunroof, overhead consoles, cables. The roof
is a structural component of the car chassis, but there is technical precedence
that such modules can penetrate the roof without degrading its structural
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integrity, again for example roof windows. Antennas in this position might
get damaged in the event of an accident, e.g. overturning, but the roof is not
part of the car’s deformable zone. It can be expected, that the antennas and
communication modules in the roof stay intact in most accidents, or at least
they are a lot less vulnerable than antennas in the side mirrors or bumpers.

Concealed Vehicular Antennas

Why is it demanded, that the antenna module should be concealed? The
aesthetic appearance of a vehicle is a major selling point for mass produced
consumer cars. Protruding antennas or antenna modules interfere with this
design and would in return lower sales. Protruding antennas also influence
vehicles’ drag coefficients. These limitations apply to mass produced cars
sold to consumers, but might not apply in other sectors, e.g. for military
vehicles [31].
To conceal antennas is a design choice – but not a technical choice! This
design choice is currently made for most consumer electronics. The most
prominent example is the concealment of antennas in mobile phones.
Several concealed antennas have been researched for automotive applications. Slot antennas around the car (e.g. in doors, behind license plates)
are proposed in [177]. [178] considers concealed antennas inside rear-viewmirrors, spoilers, engine hood and back shelf. In [179] hidden antennas at
three different positions are discussed: Very High Frequency (VHF) antenna
on the rear windscreen, a planar inverted-F antenna for 900 MHz telephony in
the bumpers and a top-loaded monopole for telephony placed on the rear window just below the roof. As expected the antenna in the bumpers is severely
shadowed by the vehicle. Two antennas in the front and rear bumpers are
combined to achieve omnidirectional radiation, but several nulls appear in
the region between the two patterns. The monopole antenna shows better
performance, but gain in driving direction is reduced by 10 dB. The windows
are a popular location for radio antennas [180, 181]. [30, 182] use the windshield instead of the rear window for an antenna reconfigurable between FM
and DAB.
Low et al. propose an antenna module placed in an aperture at the rear
end of the roof [183, 184]. The module contains antennas for AM, FM, DAB
and television. The problem of an aperture is, that is does not isolate the
vehicle interior from the antennas. In [184, p. 3708] the authors note that
fields within the body cavity need to be modeled in addition to the car’s
exterior. Antennas in the side mirror are investigated in [185, 186]. [186]
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presents a conformal antenna on the cover of a side mirror. Antennas inside
the rear-view mirror are shown in [187] and [188]. LTE and IEEE 802.11p
antennas inside the spoiler are investigated in [189]. A WLAN antenna for
the roof spoiler is described in [190]. A transmitter in a roof pillar is depicted
in [191]. Usage of vehicles’ characteristic modes [32] or parts of it (such as
rear-view mirrors [33]) is currently under research [192].
Several authors consider small cavities, which only house one single antenna. A SDARS antenna inside a 40 × 40 × 10 mm3 cavity is presented
in [193]. [194] adds an antenna for GPS. An aircraft antenna for distance
measurement equipment inside a circular cavity (∅280 mm, height 43 mm) is
proposed in [195]. Simulations of a LTE antenna inside a 200 × 200 × 30 mm3
cavity are presented in [196]. For measurements the cavity protrudes from
the roof (sic, see [196, Fig. 11]). At 2.6 GHz the pattern has variations up to
20 dB.
Patents similar to the proposed cavity are [197, 198]. [197] proposes several hidden antenna modules in the chassis, which are embedded into holes
cut after production. [197, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4] describe a very complicated
process of crimping the roof sheet and adding reinforcing profiles around the
cutout, along with several measures to isolate the gaps. For commercial systems this shows the huge advantage of building antenna cavities directly as
part of the chassis. [198] depicts an antenna module which is inserted into a
hole in the car roof. The module reaches from the exterior to the interior of
the car [198, Fig. 4]. Complicated modifications to the roof are again necessary around the hole to attach the module inside the roof and insulate the
gaps [198, Fig. 2].
Concealed antennas are also investigated for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs). A monopole array in the wings of a small UAV is manufactured and
measured in [199]. Slotted waveguide antennas in the arms of small UAVs
are discussed in [200].

Dedicated Antenna Space

Evidence suggests, that vehicular antenna modules should be dedicated
antenna space.
It is well known that areas surrounding antennas should be empty, such
that free-space waves can form and propagate. Objects in the vicinity of antennas, especially metal parts, interfere with the antennas’ operation. While
it is in principle possible to compensate some influences of these objects by
adapting the antennas’ design, this requires additional effort during develop-
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ment. In practice most of these problems stem from the design process of the
whole vehicle. The vehicle is not designed by a single company, but design
and manufacturing of parts is outsourced. The final design of the vehicle and
its components is in general not available during antenna design, as modules
are developed simultaneously [108]. Combining antennas with independently
designed parts might have unforeseen consequences, which would arise late
in development and therefore close to market release.
Antennas in side mirrors are discussed in detail as an example, because
they are under consideration as mounting position for automotive antennas
[185, 186, 201–203]. Side mirror modules already serve a purpose. They
already contain several mirrors, indicators, electronics, and cables. Some
influences of these parts on antennas can be compensated, or minimized by
shielding the antenna, e.g. by introducing a metal sheet underneath it. Other
influences can not be compensated, for example the influence of the moveable
mirrors. This creates dependencies in the development, as the antenna design
can not be adapted until the side mirror’s design is final. Antenna designs
can not be reused for future vehicles, as the side mirrors will change. The
size of side mirror modules can not grow excessively; they are already too
small to fully replace shark-fin modules.
Similar problems appear for antennas in bumpers, windows, etc. The
compelling argument for the vastly successful shark-fin antenna modules is,
that they eliminate these interdependencies. The influence on the vehicle’s
aesthetic appearance and mechanical properties is fixed, as the size and geometry of the shark-fin casing is fixed. The antennas can be independently
developed by external supply companies, as long as the volume fits within
the shark-fin casing. The only remaining influences on the antennas are the
geometry of the car model’s roof and the presence of roof windows and rails.
As single large antenna modules can also contain electronics, they only need
to be connected by a power supply and a data bus, small distributed antenna
systems each require a cable.
In order to be successful, a new automotive antenna module must be dedicated antenna space that strives to eliminate interdependencies with other
functional units.

On the Size of Automotive Antenna Modules

A cavity is proposed as automotive antenna module. Cavities offer large
space dedicated for antennas and can be fully concealed. The electronics
and passengers in the vehicle interior are isolated from the radiation. The
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Figure 3.1: Sketch of a chassis antenna cavity in the center of a car roof.
c 2016 IEEE, reprinted with permission from [1].

cavity can be built into the chassis, and preferably it is manufactured as part
of the roof. The width of the antenna cavity should be chosen as large as
possible, but such that it fits the width of the car roof, trunk and hood of
most car models. The length of the antenna cavity should be chosen such
that it fits in front or behind a panorama roof window or a sunroof. The
height of the antenna cavity should be chosen according to the height of car
roofs. The shape of the cavity must be chosen such that manufacturing of
the cavity as part of the chassis is possible and it needs to fulfill mechanical
requirements. Following these design choices results in an antenna module,
which is applicable for most vehicle types. Just like shark-fin modules it can
be used on sedan type vehicles, humvees, vans, etc. For vehicles without roof
– convertibles are prominent examples – a cavity of the same size can be
built into the trunk lid or hood.
The exact shape of the cavity is not that important. In practice an
antenna module will be inserted into the cavity. For antenna applications
the shape of the module inside the cavity can then be altered, as the metal
parts of the module can be shaped as required for antenna design. It can
be expected, that this won’t be necessary, as rectangular modules have been
used with great success, e.g. for base station antennas.
For production the cavity is designed with inclined walls. For a prototype
inner dimensions of 150 × 500 × 40 mm3 and outer dimensions of 220 × 570 ×
40 mm3 are chosen. The cavity is larger than current roof mounted shark-fin
antenna modules. The cavity has a volume of about 3 dm3 , while the largest
commercially used automotive antenna modules [72] have a volume of about
0.2 dm3 [1]. An example of the cavity placed in the center of a car roof is
depicted in Fig. 3.1. Production of a prototype from CFRP is described
in Sec. 3.3.1. The cavity was new at the time of invention, the literature
research of the Austrian patent office is attached in Appendix A.
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Performance of Current Automotive Antennas Inside the Antenna Module

The new module is a cavity and therefore allows antenna designs, which
are not suitable for shark-fin modules. Possible examples are slot antennas
[167], slotted waveguides [169], cavity backed antennas [204], partially reflecting sheet arrays [205] etc. The cavity can be divided into sub-cavities
and it is large enough to also contain elements for antenna isolation, such as
isolation fences and slots [206].
There are several concerns when placing automotive antennas inside a
cavity. Radiation can be blocked by the cavity walls. Reflections from the
walls can interfere with waves from the antenna. Destructive interference
then causes nulls in the radiation pattern. The position below the roof could
shadow radiation in the horizontal plane. Resonance frequencies of the cavity
can influence antenna operation. The proximity to conductive walls could
detune the antennas.
To allow a smooth transition from roof-mounted shark-fin antenna modules to chassis antenna cavities, it needs to be demonstrated, that stateof-the-art automotive antennas function in antenna cavities without major
design changes. The focus will be on antennas, which are currently placed
inside roof mounted shark-fin modules, as these modules will be replaced by
the cavity. Antennas for AM/FM, radar, tire monitoring, etc. are not discussed as they are already concealed in suitable places. Measurements in this
chapter proof the proper operation of monopole antennas, IFAs and pattern
reconfigurable antennas inside the chassis antenna cavity. Influences of the
chassis antenna module onto antennas are quantized and discussed.
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Simulation Models for CFRP Chassis Antenna Cavities

The manufactured geometry of the chassis antenna cavity is derived from
extensive simulations. The material model is based on estimation of the material properties of CFRP and measurements of the influences of CFRP onto
antennas in Chapter 2. For the sake of shortness only exemplary simulations
of the final cavity and antenna designs are discussed. Simulations are compared to measurement results of prototypes that are presented in detail in
Sec. 3.4.
Various antenna simulation tools are commercially available for a wide
selection of solvers such as finite elements, method of moments etc. All
these simulation methods require, that the antenna and its surroundings are
modeled. Two things are required: a geometric description and the material
parameters (conductivity, permittivity, permeability) at the right frequencies.
The precision of the model will in practice be limited in order to reduce the
simulation time. This is typically achieved by limiting the complexity of
the geometry. Several methods exist for different solvers, e.g. limiting the
number of tetrahedrons in finite element simulations.
This section only considers simulation of the antenna characteristics itself. In automotive antenna simulation the complex geometry of the vehicle
is simplified by removing curvatures and parts that are small compared to
wavelength. Sometimes additional simulations are required and design automotive antennas and evaluate their performance, e.g. propagation models for
GPS antennas under foliage [207], channel models for V2V communication
[208], channel models for intra-vehicular communication [209], or ray-tracing
simulations to determine capacity maximizing radiation patterns [210].
In Chapter 2 it is shown, that the material properties of CFRP can be
modeled as isotropic, as long as woven fabrics or materials with fiber shreds
in random alignment on top are used. More complicated CFRP models such
as tensors [136] or equivalent layer models [134] are then not required. The
anisotropy of UD-CFRP influences antennas in the gigahertz range (compare
Sec. 2.2.2) and therefore the anisotropy also needs to be modeled. In this
section the validity of these assumptions is checked, by comparing simulation results of an antenna in a chassis antenna cavity obtained from a finite
element simulation with measurement results.
Ansys High Frequency Structural Simulator (HFSS) is used as simulation software, which is now part of the Ansys Electronics Desktop. HFSS
uses primarily finite element methods. The simulation of the LDS monopole
antenna inside the chassis antenna cavity (Sec. 3.4.2) is discussed as an ex-
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Figure 3.2: Simulation model of the LDS monopole antenna inside a chassis
antenna cavity in Ansys HFSS.
ample. This is a good example for several reasons. The antenna and cavity
both use semi-complex geometries and materials, which help to illustrate the
tradeoffs required in contemporary antenna simulations. The geometry of the
monopole antenna itself is simple, which allows to draw conclusions without
too many details, e.g. the IFA in Sec. 3.4.2 has a more detailed structure.
At 5.9 GHz the gain pattern of the antenna inside the cavity becomes quite
complex as several zeros appear close to zenith; this is helpful for evaluating
the simulations precision. Also at this frequency the cavity and the surround
ground plane becomes electrically large, which increases simulation durations
and helps to illustrate model tradeoffs to increase simulation speed. The simulation’s geometry model is given in Fig. 3.2, which shows the LDS monopole
antenna from Sec. 3.4.2 inside a chassis antenna cavity.
The geometric model of the monopole antenna is simplified by omitting
the SMA connector. The monopole antenna’s substrate (XANTAR LDS
3720) is modeled according to [101]. The LDS metal layer (a stack of copper,
nickel and gold) is modeled as a solid gold layer.
The chassis antenna cavity’s model is also simplified. The corners of the
cavity are modeled to be sharply angled instead of round, as this simplification significantly reduces mesh size and therefore simulation time. The
vehicle around the chassis antenna cavity is not modeled. This would limit
the validity of the results to a specific vehicle type or car model. Nevertheless, simulation with a specific vehicle model is advised for manufacturers.
For scientific investigation a 1 × 1 m2 ground plane is big enough to show
the general influence of a large ground plane, while omitting influences of
roof curvature, roof rails, and so on. As is shown in Sec. 2.1.1 the conduc-
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Figure 3.3: Simulation results compared to measurements: a) LDS monopole
antenna b) LDS monopole antenna placed directly on the floor of a chassis
antenna cavity, which is modeled as a perfect conductor PEC.
tivity of woven CFRP is quasi-isotropic at 5.9 GHz. Measurements of CFRP
as antenna ground plane material in Sec. 2.2 show no significant influence
of plain-weave CFRP on antenna performance in the investigated frequency
range. The CFRP is therefore modeled either as an isotropic quasi-conductor
or as a perfect conductor.
The model antenna is excited by a lumped port and is surrounded by
an airbox with a radiation boundary condition (now shown in Fig. 3.2).
The simulation iteratively increases the mesh precision, until a termination
condition is met. The simulation is stopped when difference in S-parameters
to the previous iteration drops below a defined threshold, which is a widely
used termination condition.
Measurements in the anechoic chamber require several modifications to
the antennas and their surrounding, but these measurement specific additions
are not modeled. Coaxial cables required for measurements are not modeled.
The support pillar and aluminum fixture are not modeled. Angles θ > 160◦
can not be measured inside the anechoic chamber, as the θ-arm with the
probe antenna can’t move below the column with the AUT.
Two simulation results are discussed. The first is a simulation of the LDS
monopole antenna on the LDS ground plane without the cavity. Fig. 3.3a
compares vertical cuts of a measurements to simulation results. Note, that
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the backlobes from the simulation for θ > 160◦ are missing in the measurements as the θ-arm in the anechoic chamber can not measure at these angles.
Otherwise the simulation result resembles the measured gain pattern, but
overestimates the gain in the desired area by about 2 dB. Fig. 3.11 compares
a measurement of the monopole antenna inside the chassis antenna cavity
to a heavily simplified model. The antenna is not placed on a separate LDS
ground plane, as is the case in the measurement, but instead directly on the
cavity floor. The cavity’s rounded corners are not modeled and the material
is modeled as Perfect Electric Conductor (PEC). Still the number and positions of the many zeros around zenith are simulated quite accurately. The
region of interest 60◦ ≥ θ ≥ 90◦ is also quite accurate. Large deviations are
only found below the large ground plane for θ > 90◦ . The simulation results
show backlobes around 105◦ > θ > 120◦ , which have no correspondence in
the measurement data. It must be noted, that these backlobes are present in
almost all simulations of the cavity and that they are missing in almost all
measurements of the cavity. This disagreement is yet without explanation.
The backlobes might arise from an unknown problem from the simulation,
either from the configuration of the software or inaccuracies in the geometric
model, but they might also be the result of modifications for measurements,
such as fixtures and holes in the cavity floor. The radiation towards θ = 180◦
displayed in the measurement results is definitively an artifact. Nevertheless,
this example shows that even heavily simplified simulation models are in good
agreement with measurement results.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4: Cavity mold a) before surface treatment and b) after surface
treatment.

3.3
3.3.1

Manufacturing Process of a CFRP Chassis
Antenna Cavity
Prototype Production With the Autoclave Method

Prototypes of the chassis antenna cavity are manufactured to prove feasibility of production and enable measurements. The prototypes are built from
CFRP to prove the possibility of manufacturing the antenna cavity as part of
CFRP car chassis, but also of airplane and boat hulls. This section is based
on [6].
Prototypes of the CFRP chassis antenna cavity are built with the autoclave method. The cavity design has a rectangular shape with a size of
500 × 200 mm2 and inclined walls. The walls’ inclinations are chosen such
that they are suitable for the antennas and production. As representation of
a car roof, the cavity is embedded in the center of a 1 × 1 m2 sheet. A mold is
milled from Raku-Tool WB-0700 tooling material in a machining center. All
cavity edges are built with a 5 mm radius. The mold’s surface is treated with
Chemlease MPP 712 EZ and Chemlease PMR EZ. The mold is depicted in
Fig. 3.4a, the mold with surface treatment is presented in 3.4b and closeups
of edges and corners are shown in Fig. 3.5.
The CFRP part is built as orthotropic laminate with fiber axes at 0◦ and
90◦ . The plies are a plain weave CFRP from Isovolta prepreg with 200 g/m2
weight. The matrix is an epoxy resin, with a resin content of ≈ 30 %. Eight
layers are stacked to a total thickness of 2 mm as [(0◦ 90◦ )4 ]. After the layup
is done by hand, the specimen is vacuum bagged and cured in an autoclave at
4 bar and 130 ◦ C. The prepreg layup on the mold is depicted in Fig. 3.6a and
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(b)

Figure 3.5: Closeups of the cavity mold. a) edges and b) corner

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.6: a) Finished prepreg layup before vacuum bagging. b) Vacuum
bagged specimen before curing in the autoclave.
the vacuum bagged specimen is depicted in 3.6b. Four parts were produced.
The first produced part has blowholes around the edges between cavity
and sheet as is depicted in Fig. 3.7a, and unidirectional filaments are added
to these edges under the visible ply for subsequent prototypes, see Fig. 3.7b.
A finished part with added dimensions is depicted in Fig. 3.8.
The produced part is an exemplar of an antenna cavity built into a large
CFRP sheet, such as a car roof, trunk, hood or door. The cavity can also
be located at the roof end, where the cavity can be open in one direction.
Radiation towards the opening is then increased, because no cavity wall is
present. The CFRP chassis antenna cavity prototype is cut open in one
direction to allow measurements of this mounting position in Sec. 3.4.4. A
vertical cut would not be practical in cars roofs, as the cavity’s opening would
be adapted to match the roof curvature and the window-roof transition will
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.7: a) Blowholes in the first prototype. b) Unidirectional filaments
are added to the edges to counteract blowholes.

Figure 3.8: Finished part with added dimensions. All dimensions in millimeter. c 2016 IEEE, reprinted with permission from [6].
be designed to fit mechanical requirements. However, measurements with
a cavity, which is cut open vertically, are reproducible and not bound to a
specific car model. Measurement results of antennas inside a chassis antenna
cavity for the roof end are presented and discussed in Sec. 3.4.4.
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Figure 3.9: A conical monopole antenna inside the chassis antenna cavity.

3.4
3.4.1

Antenna Performance Inside the Chassis
Antenna Cavity
Wideband Conical Monopole Antenna

It needs to be verified, whether the chassis antenna cavity is a suitable mounting position for automotive antennas. The proper operation of contemporary
antennas intended for the module is tested. In practice it is sufficient to test
antenna types, as small deviations in performance can be accounted for in
antenna design. Antennas with radiation towards zenith, such as GNSS
and SDARS antennas are not investigated. Their proper operation inside a
smaller cavity of size 40 × 40 × 10 mm3 is already proven in [193, 194, 202].
A wideband antenna is measured to evaluate the cavity in a wide frequency range. A conical monopole antenna is chosen for this purpose. Monopole antennas are often used when large ground planes are available and are
already widely used in automotive applications. Conical monopole antennas
are a wideband type of monopole antennas. The cone used in this section
are the ones presented in Sec. 2.2.2. The antenna inside the antenna cavity
is shown in Fig. 3.9. This section is based on [1].
The measured S-parameters of the conical monopole antenna inside the
cavity are depicted in Fig. 3.10. The antenna is measured on a small quadratic
aluminum sheet and placed on the same ground plane inside the cavity. As
is evident from the measurements the return loss is better than 10 dB for
frequencies > 2 GHz. The cavity has some influence on the S-parameters,
but the return loss stays better than 10 dB. Shifts in frequency caused by the
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Figure 3.10: Measured S-parameters of the conical monopole antenna inside
the CFRP chassis antenna cavity. c 2016 IEEE, reprinted with permission
from [1].

cavity are better evaluated with narrowband antennas and will be discussed
in Sec. 3.4.2 and Sec. 3.4.3.
The gain patterns are again measured inside the anechoic chamber. Plots
are shown for 2 GHz because it the smallest frequency with a good return
loss of about 10 dB and the operating frequency of the IFA in Sec. 3.4.2.
Results for 5.9 GHz are shown because IEEE 802.11p for V2X operates at this
frequency and radiation around the horizontal plane is especially critical for
this service. The vertical cuts are depicted in Fig. 3.11. Interference patterns
are caused by reflections from the cavity walls and are visible near zenith.
This interference causes nulls in the antenna’s gain pattern, which impairs
proper functionality. The cavity becomes electrically large with increasing
frequency and size. More nulls are therefore present at 5.9 GHz than at
2 GHz, and more are present along the long side of the cavity then the short
side. The angle of these nulls can be controlled by changing the cavity
walls’ inclination and a tradeoff is found for V2X antennas at 5.9 GHz. For
polar angles θ > 60◦ near-omnidirectional radiation is maintained. At lower
frequencies (here 2 GHz, but WLAN, etc. are similar) the cavity’s influence
on the antennas’ gain patterns is small, and the typical shape of monopole
antenna patterns is kept without any added nulls. This is an astonishing
result, considering that the antenna is placed below the surface.
The horizontal cuts of the gain patterns are depicted in Fig. 3.12. Due
to the large ground plane size (1 × 1 m2 ) the pattern is pushed upwards
(towards lower polar angles θ), which results in reduced gain in the horizontal
plane. This is not an influence of the cavity, but of the presence of a large
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Figure 3.11: Vertical cuts of the measured gain patterns. The conical monopole antenna is placed in the center of a chassis antenna cavity for measurements. a) cut along the short cavity side, b) cut along the long cavity side.
c 2016 IEEE, reprinted with permission from [1].
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ground plane, such as a car roof. At lower frequencies the influence of the
quadratic shape of the ground plane influences the gain pattern in horizontal
plane. While the pattern on a circular ground plane would be rotationally
symmetric, variations of about 3 dB are clearly visible towards the ground
plane corners. The shape of the cavity has some influence at 2 GHz, but it
is quite small. With increasing frequency the shape of the cavity starts to
significantly influence the gain pattern. About 5 dB ripples appear in the
direction of the cavity corners.
Based on these measurements, special care should be taken at higher
frequency when designing the cavity’s corners. The corners of the produced
specimen are designed for easy manufacturing. This does not necessarily
have to be changed for mass production. Typically the antenna module will
be manufactured as a separate part and inserted into the cavity. The module
can then be designed to fit the cavity on the outside and with rounded corners
on the inside.

3.4.2

Antennas in Laser Direct Structuring Technology

Three antennas are designed for production with Laser Direct Structuring (LDS) technology and measured as part of this thesis: a dipole antenna,
a monopole antenna and an Inverted-F Antenna (IFA). A group photo of
the antennas is shown in Fig. 3.13. After a short introduction to Molded
Interconnect Devices (MIDs) the antennas are described in this section and
measurements of the antenna both in the cavity and on their own are presented and discussed. This section is based on [1, 4, 6, 7, 14].
Laser Direct Structuring (LDS) is a production technology for Molded
Interconnect Devices (MIDs). MIDs use injection molded polymers as substrates for electronic circuits. Injection molded MID substrates can assume
more complex shapes than PCBs, which are in general planar. While punched
and bent sheet metal parts and flexible foils often need to be attached to a
structural part, this is not necessary for MIDs. Typically molded plastic
parts are already available in the device in the form of spacers, fixtures or
covers. In practice this eliminates an additional manufacturing step which is
prone to error.
Several production processes for MIDs are currently in use, the most
prominent are two-shot molding [211], hot embossing [212] and laser techniques. LDS is a laser technique that uses polymers with an additive [213].
Desired areas are activated by laser. Plating is done in current-less metal
baths, where the metal atoms bond with the activated additives. However,
MID manufacturing processes are less precise than PCBs, and multilayer
designs are not possible. Detailed descriptions of MID materials, the LDS
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Figure 3.13: Antennas manufactured with LDS, from left to right: dipole
antenna, IFA and monopole antenna.
process, quality control and applications are available in [213, 214].
Antenna geometries are usually simple enough to allow manufacturing
with LDS. Conformal antennas can be designed in many applications, often
on a preexisting plastic housing. Microstrip waveguides can be built as MID
[215] and electronic components such as baluns, matching networks, filters,
amplifiers and connectors can be soldered to the metalized parts.
A bent LDS patch antenna is presented and measured in [216]. In [217]
two logarithmic-periodic antennas are manufactured on a conical substrate.
A feeding network is added in [218]. Several applications of LDS antennas
are found in mobile phones [219, 220]. An active MID antenna for GPS is
designed in [221] and a low noise amplifier is placed on the underside. LDS
is also suitable to build dielectric filled rectangular waveguides by plating
rectangular polymer parts, antennas can then be designed as dielectric horn
antennas [222]. In automotive applications LDS can be used to build conformal antennas directly on the shark-fin plastic part, which usually acts
as protective cover for the antennas inside. A design for LTE MIMO communication is measured in [71]. A drive-test measurement of the antenna is
described in [100].
A half-wavelength dipole antenna is presented in [7] and is shown in Fig.
3.14. A balun is placed next to the antenna on the MID and for measurements a coaxial connector and strain relief are included. The antenna design,
simulation model and measurement results are available in [7]. A typical application of dipole antennas are Ultra High Frequency (UHF) RFID tags, e.g.
[223, 224]. Conformal LDS antennas can be plated onto the packaging.
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Figure 3.14: Dipole antenna manufactured in LDS technology with balun,
connector and strain relief. All dimensions are in millimeter. c 2016 IEEE,
reprinted with permission from [7].
A Laser Direct Structured Monopole Antenna
Monopole antennas can also be manufactured with LDS, but more importantly the antenna’s ground plane can also be produced with LDS as is described in [4, 14]. [4] presents a quarter-wavelength long monopole antenna
for ITS DSRC at 5.9 GHz. The substrate material is XANTAR LDS 3720
from Mitsubishi Engineering. The substrate is activated by laser and plated
with 6-8 µm copper, 5-7 µm nickel and 0.1 µm gold. The ground plane has a
size of 150 × 150 mm2 and the monopole antenna is a 10 × 2 mm2 rectangle
metalized onto a 30 × 20 × 3 mm3 substrate. The antennas are simulated
with HFSS. The simulation model uses material parameters for LDS substrate materials estimated from measurements in [101]. A semi-rigid coaxial
cable is soldered to the ground plane. The monopole is soldered to its inner conductor. Dimensions of the LDS monopole antenna on an aluminum
ground plane are depicted in Fig. 3.15.
Measurements compare LDS antenna performance on ground planes made
from aluminum, CFRP and with LDS. The CFRP ground plane is made from
the shred-CFRP, which was investigated in Sec. 2.1.1 and Sec. 2.2.2. The
measured S-parameters are depicted in Fig. 3.16. The measured resonance
frequency on the LDS ground plane is lower than the simulated as the substrate material’s properties from [101] were not available in the design phase.
Nevertheless, return loss at 5.9 GHz is better than 6 dB, which is acceptable
for automotive applications.
Radiation patterns are measured inside the institute’s anechoic chamber.
The measured radiation patterns are depicted in Fig. 3.17 and compared to
simulations in HFSS. The radiation patterns are very similar on the CFRP,
LDS and aluminum ground plane.
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Figure 3.15: Monopole antenna in LDS technology on an aluminum ground
plane. All dimensions are in millimeter. c 2016 IEEE, reprinted with permission from [1].
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Figure 3.16: S-parameters of a LDS monopole antenna on measured on different ground plane materials and simulated as PEC in HFSS. c 2015 IEEE,
reprinted with permission from [4].

Laser Direct Structured Monopole Antenna Inside the Chassis Antenna Cavity
The monopole antenna is measured inside the antenna cavity to quantify the
cavity’s influence on the antenna’s matching and gain pattern. The antenna
is again placed on the small 150 × 150 mm2 ground plane when measured
inside the cavity, as the CFRP sheet is too thin to be threaded, in order
to attach a SMA flange. The measured |S11 | on the small ground plane and
inside the cavity is shown in Fig. 3.18. There is some influence of the antenna
cavity on the return loss, but the influence is small and the return loss stays
better than 10 dB. The cavity does not cause a shift in resonance frequency.
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Figure 3.17: Measured radiation patterns of a LDS monopole antenna on
different ground plane materials and simulation in HFSS at 5.9 GHz. a)
vertical cut of the radiation pattern at azimuth ϕ = 0◦ , b) horizontal cut of
the radiation pattern at polar angle θ = 60◦ . c 2015 IEEE, reprinted with
permission from [4].
However, in the cavity center the influence of the cavity on the return loss
is expected to be small. Antenna matching might be influenced, when the
antennas are placed too close to the cavity walls and currents couple into the
walls.
The vertical cuts of the monopole antenna’s gain pattern are depicted din
Fig. 3.19. On the small ground plane the pattern is that of a typical monopole antenna on a finite size ground plane. The zero at zenith (θ = 0◦ ) is
characteristic for monopole antennas. As the ground plane size is finite, the
antenna radiates below the ground plane (θ > 90◦ ) and the pattern’s maximum is tilted upwards to θ ≈ 60◦ . When placed inside the antenna cavity
located on a large conductive ground plane (1 × 1 m2 ), several changes happen in the antennas gain pattern. The first evident change is that radiation
below the ground plane is significantly reduced. This is a direct consequence
of the increase ground plane size. The maximum is now tilted from the theoretical 90◦ angle on an infinite ground plane to θ ≈ 75◦ . The cavity causes
additional zeros in the pattern, as it is already several wavelengths large at
5.9 GHz. The larger the cavity gets in one direction, the more zeros appear in
the pattern, as can be easily seen by comparing the cuts along the short and
long cavity sides in Fig. 3.19. Radiation towards angles θ < 30◦ is no longer
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Figure 3.18: Measured S-parameters of the LDS monopole antenna on a
small ground plane and inside the antenna cavity. c 2016 IEEE, reprinted
with permission from [6].
possible, as fast fading would be present, while the vehicles moves through
the close notches in the pattern. However, monopole antennas are not used
for radiation towards these angles, as monopole antennas intrinsically have
a zero at zenith already. The polar angles around 90◦ are of importance for
monopole antennas used for V 2X communication. For monopole antennas
used for mobile communication with base stations in cellular systems, polar
angles at 90◦ and below are important, depending on the distance and height
of the base station antenna. As the pattern is somewhat smooth for polar
angles 45◦ ≤ θ ≤ 90◦ , monopole antennas inside chassis antenna cavities are
suitable solutions for these services.
Of particular interest is C2C communication, as it is safety relevant and
the antennas are placed at similar heights. This means that antenna radiation
is important close to θ ≈ 90◦ and intuitively the cavity walls would block
radiation in these directions. This is not the case, as the horizontal gain
pattern cut in Fig. 3.20 shows. Gain in the horizontal plane is reduced by
1-4 dB due to the increased ground plane size. The gain pattern is still quite
omnidirectional in the horizontal plane, and it is suitable for automotive
applications. The cavity does however influence the pattern in the area of
the cavity corners. In the direction of the corners the cavity causes about
4 dB large ripples.
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Figure 3.19: Vertical cuts of the measured gain patterns of the 5.9 GHz LDS
monopole antenna measured without the cavity on a small ground plane and
placed in the center of the chassis antenna cavity. a) cut along the short
cavity side for azimuth ϕ = 0◦ and b) cut along the long cavity side for
azimuth ϕ = 90◦ c 2016 IEEE, reprinted with permission from [6].
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Figure 3.20: Horizontal cut at polar angle θ = 90◦ of the measured gain
pattern of the 5.9 GHz LDS monopole antenna on a small ground plane and
inside the antenna cavity. c 2016 IEEE, reprinted with permission from [6].
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Figure 3.21: IFA in LDS technology. All dimensions are in millimeter. c 2016
IEEE, reprinted with permission from [1].
Laser Direct Structured Inverted-F Antenna
An Inverted-F Antenna (IFA) is designed for LDS and measurements show
the feasibility in the vehicular antenna cavity. Fig. 3.21 displays the LDS IFA
and its dimensions. The IFA radiates at 2 GHz, to demonstrate the feasibility
of antennas inside the cavity for frequencies used in cellular network services.
IFAs are widely used in mobile phones.
The LDS IFA is measured inside the chassis antenna cavity. For measurements the antenna is placed in the cavity center. The IFA is measured
in the cavity with and without a 150 × 150 mm2 aluminum ground plane and
in different orientations. The results are omitted here, as the influence of
the cavity does not change significantly. For comparison and briefness, the
results of the IFA are shown already in comparison with the LDS monopole
antenna and the conical monopole antenna.
Measured S-parameters of the LDS antennas and the conical monopole
antenna inside the chassis antenna cavity are depicted in Fig. 3.22. The
conical monopole antenna is a broadband antenna, while the LDS monopole
antenna and the IFA are, by design, narrowband antennas. The return loss
of all antennas is better than 10 dB in their designated frequency band.
The vertical cuts of the gain pattern are depicted in Fig. 3.23 and the
horizontal cuts in Fig. 3.24. The vertical cuts are typical IFA patterns with
only minor influences of the cavity. Like for the conical monopole antenna
the influence of the cavity is larger at higher frequencies, where the cavity
is large relative to wavelength. In the horizontal cuts at 2 GHz mainly show
the quadratic shape of the ground plane.
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Figure 3.22: Measured S-parameters of the LDS monopole antenna and IFA
and the conical monopole antenna inside the CFRP chassis antenna cavity.
c 2016 IEEE, reprinted with permission from [1].
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Figure 3.23: Vertical cuts of the measured gain patterns. The antennas are
placed in the center of a chassis antenna cavity for measurements. a) cut
along the short cavity side, b) cut along the long cavity side. c 2016 IEEE,
reprinted with permission from [1].
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Figure 3.24: Conical monopole antenna, IFA and LDS monopole antenna
inside the chassis antenna module. Horizontal cut of the measured gain
patterns at θ = 90◦ . c 2016 IEEE, reprinted with permission from [1].
These measurement results show that antennas in LDS technology are
suitable for chassis antenna cavities. Moreover, they show that the standard antenna types IFA and monopole antenna are feasible inside the cavity.
The cavity is large enough such that these antennas can be fully contained
and concealed within the cavity. Together with patch antennas for GNSS,
these are antenna types currently used in roof mounted shark-fin antenna
modules. There is substantial know-how in adapting these antenna types for
automotive applications and their application can continue inside antenna
cavities.
At lower frequencies around 1 GHz the influence of the antenna cavity is
small. Radiation in the horizontal plane is not blocked by the cavity walls as
could be intuitively assumed. With increasing frequency the cavity becomes
larger relative to wavelength and several influences of the cavity on the gain
patterns of antennas become evident. The most influential is that several
zeros appear close to zenith. At 5.9 GHz several of these zeros are already
present up to polar angles of about 30◦ to 40◦ . Ripples of about 4 dB appear
in the horizontal plane towards the directions of the cavity corners.
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Pattern Reconfigurable Antennas

Antennas for advanced beamforming methods such as phased arrays are currently not feasible on vehicles [76]. Pattern reconfigurable antennas have been
developed for vehicular communication in the recent years. Pattern reconfigurable antennas offer pattern diversity without the requirement for different
physical antennas with these patterns [84]. This saves space on the vehicle
and doesn’t require the allocation of space for several antennas. MIMO systems are also improved by using pattern reconfigurable antennas instead of
antennas with fixed patterns [77].
It should be noted, that switching based on diversity gains other than
pattern diversity is possible. In [85] spatial diversity is used by switching
between antennas at different positions with Microelectromechanical Systems
(MEMS). [225] shows a frequency reconfigurable antenna inside a 240×240×
48 mm3 cavity.
For the application in automotive systems, pattern reconfigurable antennas must satisfy several requirements. The reconfiguration must be done
electrically; antennas which are thermally, mechanically or otherwise reconfigurable can typically not be used in automotive applications, e.g. a director
made from shape memory allow in [78]. Due to vehicle movement the communication channels change fast and antennas have to be reconfigured quickly.
Usually the switching is done with PIN-diodes or MEMS switches. The antennas must operate in a wide temperature range and the production cost
must be competitive. Therefore, typical vehicular reconfigurable antennas
are built as PCB on FR4, which also allows the attachment of switches,
capacitors and chokes.
Usually automotive antennas are either switched between four radiation
patterns (left, right, front or back) or two radiation patterns (left/right or
front/back). A Yagi-Uda antenna reconfigurable into four directions for a bus
roof is measured in [226]. A 2.6 GHz LTE antenna, which can be reconfigured
between a left, right, front or back radiation pattern is presented in [79]. In
[227] four vertical elements are placed around a monopole antenna, and the
electrical length of the elements is adjusted with PIN-diodes to act as director
or reflector and therefore form a Yagi-Uda antenna in four directions.
An antenna for 2.6 GHz LTE is presented in [80], the antenna consists
of four monopoles separated by reflectors. It can be reconfigured between
a left/right and a front/back radiation pattern, which are obtained from a
pattern synthesis process. The switching is done with PIN-diodes. In [81]
the phase between two bent monopole antennas is switched with a tapered
line balun. In [82] two monopole antennas are used, the second monopole is
connected via 3/4 λ long lines on top and bottom. The second monopole is
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Figure 3.25: Exemplary mounting location of the chassis antenna cavity in
the center of the car roof with a pattern reconfigurable antenna oriented such
that it can radiate towards the left, right, front or back of the vehicle. c 2017
IEEE, reprinted with permission from [8].
fed either on its top or bottom, which is selected with MEMS. The phase
difference between two IFAs spaced by λ/2 [83] is switched with PIN-diodes
on a back-to-back balun.
The measurements of pattern reconfigurable antennas inside the chassis
antenna module are the result of a collaboration with Jerzy Kowalewksi from
the Institut für Hochfrequenztechnik und Elektronik, Karlsruhe Institute of
Technology (KIT). Measurements in this section are performed inside the
anechoic chamber at KIT. This section is based on work by J. Kowalewski
et al. [79] and on [8].
Antenna Reconfigurable Between Radiation Towards Four Directions Inside the Chassis Antenna Cavity
An automotive antenna reconfigurable between radiation patterns in front,
back, left or right direction is presented in [79]. It is investigated if this antenna operates properly, when embedded inside a chassis antenna cavity and
measurements are performed to quantize the influence of the antenna cavity on pattern reconfigurable antennas. Measurements in previous sections
proved the proper functionality of antennas with unidirectional radiation
patterns inside the chassis antenna module. The operation of directional
antennas inside the cavity might be impaired, i.e. from reflections from the
cavity walls. As an example the antenna could be placed inside a chassis
antenna cavity in the vehicle roof oriented such that it radiates toward the
left, right, front or back of the vehicle, as is depicted in Fig. 3.25. This
configuration provides improved gain over omnidirectional antennas, when
communicating with one other vehicle and the decreased gain towards the
other directions decreases interference.
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Figure 3.26: a) Schematic of the pattern reconfigurable antenna with four directions. b) Pattern reconfigurable antenna placed inside the chassis antenna
cavity. c 2017 IEEE, reprinted with permission from [8].
A schematic of the antenna is depicted in Fig. 3.26a. On top the antenna
has four monopole elements which are bent to reduce antenna height. The
elements are connected via pin diodes to either the inner conductor of a
coaxial connector or to the ground plane. If the antenna is configured for
radiation towards the right, then the monopole element on the right (E 2) is
configured as a radiator by activating diode D3. The element on the opposite
side (E 1) is configured as a reflector by connecting it to ground with diode
D1. The remaining two elements are also grounded. Radiation towards the
other directions is configured accordingly. The antenna elements are built
in PCB technology and are printed on FR4. Two PCBs are stuck together
perpendicular. Fig. 3.26b shows the antenna prototype inside the chassis
antenna cavity.
Measured return loss is better than 15 dB; the frequency dependency is
omitted here, but published in [8]. The measured vertical cuts of the gain
patterns are depicted in Fig. 3.27. As the antenna is symmetric, only two
patterns are depicted, the pattern towards the front and the pattern towards
the right. Generally the pattern along the short side of the cavity is influenced
more than the pattern towards the long cavity side. In the desired front
direction, the gain from 20◦ ≤ θ ≤ 85◦ the antenna gain varies around
0 dBi, at θ = 90◦ it is about -5 dBi (Fig. 3.27a). The antenna radiates
a significant amount of power towards the back, when the front state is
selected. Gain towards the back, when front is selected, is around 0 dBi
between 40◦ ≤ θ ≤ 75◦ . When the right state is selected, radiation towards
the front is about 10 dB lower than with a selected front state (also Fig.
3.27a).
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Figure 3.27: Vertical gain pattern cuts of the pattern reconfigurable antenna
at 2.6 GHz and a) ϕ = 0◦ and b) ϕ = 90◦ . c 2017 IEEE, reprinted with
permission from [8].
The cut along the long cavity side in Fig. 3.27b shows that the beam
towards the right (when right is selected) has more gain than the front state,
but that it is also confined to a narrower angle. Towards the right a maximum
gain of 6.5 dBi is achieved. The radiation towards the left, with right selected,
is generally better in direction of the long cavity side, than it is for the cut
along the short cavity side. The difference between right state and front state
is about 10 dB in Fig. 3.27b. It must also be noted, that the measurements
show very large back lobes. This hints that a hole in the ground plane for
coaxial cables and pin-diode voltage supply was not properly covered.
Several differences are noticeable, when comparing the results in the cavity to the patterns measured on a small ground plane in [79]. The first difference is again that the pattern is tilted upwards due to the larger ground
plane. The pattern is smoother in a wider vertical angle in [79] and gain is
a bit higher in that region (about 3 dBi vs 0 dBi). Towards the short cavity
side, the difference between radiation in (desired) front direction and (undesired) back direction is a slightly worse. Towards the long cavity side, the
gain of the right direction pattern is increased, but confined to a narrower
angle. Overall the pattern reconfigurable antenna works inside the chassis
antenna cavity, but there are influences from the cavity on the gain patterns
which need to be addressed in antenna design.
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Figure 3.28: Sketch of two chassis antenna cavities located on both roof ends
of a car.

3.4.4

Chassis Antenna Cavities for the Roof Edge

A variant of the chassis antenna cavity is investigated. Antenna cavities
can not only be located in the center of large conductive sheets, as was investigated previously, they can also be placed at the edge. In automotive
applications this is the case at the roof edges, prominently above the windshield or rear window, but edges of large ground planes are also available
with the engine hood (bonnet) or the trunk lid. A sketch depicting two chassis antenna cavities located at both ends of a car roof is shown in Fig. 3.28.
Several patents propose the usage of antenna cavities at these positions, but
to the best of my knowledge, the first prototype of this antenna mounting
position and the first scientific investigation with measurements is published
in [10]. There the LDS monopole antenna is compared between mounting
positions: on a small ground plane, in a chassis antenna cavity and in a
prototype of the cavity modified for edges. This section is based on [10].
As explained throughout this dissertation, a major problem for C2C antennas is, that transmit and receive antenna are placed at roughly the same
height. But due to the large metal ground plane, patterns of antennas placed
on the roof are tilted upwards. Other mounting positions such as bumpers,
spoilers or side mirrors offer good radiation towards one direction, but are
completely shadowed in the opposite direction by the vehicle. Antenna cavities located at the front and/or rear end of the car roof can substantially
improve radiation towards these directions, while maintaining the radiation
patterns achieved from a standard chassis antenna cavity towards the other
directions, as will be shown in this section.
Similar antenna modules are described in several patents. [228] suggests
to use border, edge and corner areas in the vehicle chassis to form hollow
areas for the reception of antennas for various applications. As preferred
areas it lists the windows, roof edges, spoilers and C-holms. Nagy describes
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Figure 3.29: LDS monopole antenna for 5.9 GHz inside a CFRP chassis antenna cavity modified for the roof edge. c 2017 IEEE, reprinted with permission from [10].
a roof antenna shelf positioned below an extension of the windshield or rear
window [229]. An overhead console located between windshield and roof is
proposed in [230]. The overhead console contains antennas and is covered
by a resin roof portion. An antenna location similar to [230] is proposed
in [231], where an antenna volume is proposed for convertibles, which is
located in the roof frame support above the windshield. [232] describes a
“Transmission and/or reception unit arrangement for use at e.g. roof frame
part of motorvehicle, has transmission and/or reception device arranged in
hollow space, which is defined by body component or external component
and cladding part” (Englisch title).
A chassis antenna cavity prototype for the edge of a ground plane is
depicted in Fig. 3.29. The prototype is a modified version of the regular
CFRP chassis antenna cavity, which is cut open along the long side of the
cavity. The cavity is therefore open in one direction, as would be the case on
the edge of a ground plane. In a commercial application this cavity might be
placed in the roof directly above the windshield. The opening of the cavity
would then of course not be vertical, but adapted to the roof curvature.
Window glass would be present below the cavity opening and a suitable
mechanical window-roof transition would be designed to close gaps. Such
vehicle specific details are not included, to obtain a more general description.
Gain patterns are measured inside the institute’s anechoic chamber. An
important conclusion is found, when comparing the results obtained for the
regular antenna cavity, the edge antenna cavity and the small ground plane
(with size exactly as the width of the cavity). Towards the opening the
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Figure 3.30: Measured gain patterns a 5.9 GHz LDS monopole antenna on
small ground plane, inside a chassis antenna cavity and inside a chassis antenna cavity for the roof edge. Vertical cuts for a) ϕ = 0◦ and b) ϕ = 90◦ .
c 2017 IEEE, reprinted with permission from [10].

pattern of the antenna is that of the antenna placed on the small ground
plane, as is evident from Fig. 3.30a towards ϕ = 0◦ . Towards the other
directions, the gain pattern of the antenna inside the edge cavity is that of
the antenna placed inside a regular cavity (Fig. 3.30a and Fig. 3.30b). This
also holds true for the horizontal cuts of the gain pattern in Fig. 3.31.
When placed on the edge of a large ground plane, the cavity for the roof
edge acts like a small ground plane in the direction of the opening, and like
a regular chassis antenna cavity in the other directions. This means, that
radiation in one direction can be improved by placing the cavity on one (or
both) edges of the car roof. This finding motivates the development of a
smart car roof for MIMO antenna applications. Antenna cavities placed at
several locations, e.g. at the front roof edge, the center and the rear roof
edge; provide spatial diversity and offer enough space for future automotive
antenna requirements. Cable losses can be reduced by placing communication
hardware and other electronics under the car roof, where they are close to
the antenna modules.
The antenna cavities investigated here can be completely concealed and
therefore do not influence the aesthetic design of consumer cars. The antenna
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Figure 3.31: Horizontal cuts of the measured gain patterns of a 5.9 GHz LDS
monopole antenna on small ground plane, inside a chassis antenna cavity and
inside a chassis antenna cavity for the roof edge. c 2017 IEEE, reprinted with
permission from [10].
cavity concept forms the technical basis for the communicative vehicle, which
exchanges information with vehicles, pedestrians and buildings around it,
while being connected to sensor networks and the internet. Antenna diversity,
spatial diversity, pattern diversity, frequency diversity and smart antenna
systems are enabled by reserving more space for antennas on vehicles. The
design and development of vehicular antennas is thus freed from the burden of
additional mechanical, aerodynamic, and aesthetic requirements. Engineers
finally focus on the optimization of vehicular connectivity.
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Figure 3.32: Conical monopole antenna and IFA inside the chassis antenna
cavity. c 2017 IEEE, reprinted with permission from [12].

3.4.5

Multiple Antennas Inside the Cavity

Measurements of multiple antennas inside a chassis antenna cavity are published in [12] and this section is based on this work.
Measurements are conducted to quantify the influences of multiple antennas inside the chassis cavity on each other. Antennas can be separated farther
inside the cavity, as it is larger than current shark-fin antenna modules. The
size of the cavity also allows the inclusion of decoupling slots and fences. On
the other hand reflections from the walls might negatively influence antenna
coupling. Additionally, the antennas are always placed in the cavity center
in previous sections and the radiation characteristics of off-center antennas
is expected to change. The LDS IFA and the conical monopole antenna are
measured inside the cavity simultaneously, with the cone placed in the center
and the IFA placed off-center. The setup is shown in Fig. 3.32.
Measurement results are shown in Fig. 3.33. The vertical cut along the
short cavity side is omitted, as only minor changes in pattern are found
[12]. The vertical cut along the long cavity side (Fig. 3.33a) shows only
small changes in the conical monopole antenna’s gain pattern towards low
polar angles θ. This observation holds for the horizontal cuts in Fig. 3.33b.
The data suggests that the influence of multiple antennas on each other
gain pattern is small, if the antennas are reasonably spaced. The off-center
position of the IFA has a much larger influence on the IFA’s gain pattern.
Results for 5.9 GHz are available in [12]. The number of possible antenna
configurations are limited during the prototyping stage, as each antenna is
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Figure 3.33: Measured gain patterns at 2 GHz of conical monopole antenna
in cavity center and IFA placed off-center: a) vertical cut, b) horizontal cut.
c 2017 IEEE, reprinted with permission from [12].
connected to measurement equipment through a hole in the cavity floor.
Exchangeable cavity bases are developed and described in the next section,
which will allow the measurement of position sweeps and more sophisticated
antenna arrangements inside the cavity.
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Exchangeable Cavity Bases

Exchangeable cavity bases are developed, manufactured and verified by measurement. Results are published in [11] and this subsection is based on this
work.
In previous investigations the antennas have to be placed on a separate
metal ground plane, which is subsequently placed inside the cavity. This
is necessary, as the CFRP sheet of the cavity prototype is too thin to be
threaded. SMA flanges, which connect the antennas with the coaxial feeding
cables, can therefore not be directly mounted to the cavity. To avoid this
problem, the coaxial cables are attached to separate metal ground planes in
previous chapters and the coaxial cables are routed to the anechoic chamber’s
equipment via holes cut into the cavity floor. While this solution is found
useful for single antenna measurements due to its simplicity, measurements
of multiple-antenna systems inside the cavity require a more sophisticated
solution, as uncovered holes in the cavity floor influence measurement results.
The method also limits the experimental verification of antenna position
sweeps obtained from simulations.
Most antennas used in vehicular applications require a connection to a
ground plane. A hole needs to be cut, such that cables can be connected
to the antennas inside the cavity. In case the antenna is mounted on the
cavity’s floor or walls, additional holes are required to connect flanges. The
production of a whole cavity prototype with a large surrounding ground
plane is expensive. Therefore, it is not feasible during development to build
a new cavity prototype for every antenna or when measuring an antenna on
different positions. The most common solution is to cut out some area and
insert exchangeable modules. An example are shark-fin antenna modules,
where the antennas are combined on a common metal base, which is then
inserted into a cutout in the car roof. For mass production this is optional.
While the whole cavity floor can still be removed, it is also feasible to place
the antenna module inside the chassis cavity and route the cables through
the cavity walls.
For sheets made from CFRP an additional problem arises: The conductive
fibers are embedded inside the insulating matrix. A preferable way to mount
exchangeable ground planes would be to design them as inlays, but tightly
fitting the two material with different temperature expansion coefficients is
hard and the materials might not be connected stable enough to withstand
vibration during drive tests or tilting during measurements. Therefore, it is
proposed to place the exchangeable ground plane on the chassis antenna floor
and contact the fibers inside the CFRP to the aluminum antenna base via
screws. Fig. 3.34a shows the CFRP cavity prototype with cutout floor and
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Figure 3.34: a) Cut-out and holes in a CFRP chassis antenna cavity, c 2017
IEEE, reprinted with permission from [12]. b) Exchangeable aluminum cavity bases with different number of holes together with a conical monopole
antenna. c 2016 IEEE, reprinted with permission from [11].

Figure 3.35: Conical monopole antenna mounted on an exchangeable cavity
base. c 2017 IEEE, reprinted with permission from [11].
holes. Fig. 3.34b shows exchangeable aluminum bases with different number
of holes together with a conical monopole antenna.
As a rule of thumb vias are spaced about λ/10 in high frequency engineering when connecting ground planes. While vias can be closely spaced
on small PCBs, it is not feasible to maintain such tightly placed vias for the
chassis cavity at frequencies approaching 10 GHz. Evaluation by measurement is therefore required to assure proper operation of the exchangeable
cavity bases. Measurement results show, that the exchangeable cavity base
concept is feasible [11]. Measured patterns up to 5.9 GHz coincide with patterns where the antenna is placed on a separate ground plane (compare Sec.
3.4.1), providing that a sufficient number of screws connect the exchangeable
base with the cavity.
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Chapter 4
Conclusion
In this dissertation I investigate the possibility of concealing whole antenna
modules inside chassis. I develop a chassis antenna cavity based on simulations. I prove the feasibility of the antenna cavity by building a prototype. I evaluate the concept by performing extensive measurements of
widely used antenna designs. I simulate, measure and evaluate a dipole antenna, a monopole antenna and an Inverted-F Antenna (IFA) in Laser Direct
Structuring (LDS) technology. LDS is a process to manufacture Molded Interconnect Device (MID) and is considered as replacement for automotive
antennas on Printed Circuit Boards (PCBs). The antennas investigated for
the cavity include cellular networks, Vehicle-to-Any (V2X) communication,
wideband operation, pattern reconfigurability, and multiple antenna systems.
I prototype and measure a variant of the cavity for the roof edge that provides better coverage at low elevation angles. In Chapter. 2.1 I estimate
the material properties of CFRP, evaluate CFRP as ground plane material
for narrowband and wideband antennas and measure a contemporary automotive antenna module on a CFRP car roof. Simulation results show good
agreement with measurements, even when the CFRP is modeled as isotropic
conductor or even as Perfect Electric Conductor (PEC).
• Angle-dependent measurements of shredded and woven CFRP in Chapter 2.2 show, that they are quasi-isotropic conductors in the single-digit
gigahertz range. Further measurements of these CFRP as antenna
ground plane show that their influence on antenna performance is negligible in vehicular applications. These findings are in direct contrast
to previously published literature, which investigates CFRP with unidirectional fiber alignment that have anisotropic conductivity and a
strong influence on antennas. CFRP can therefore be used as ground
plane for vehicular antennas without the requirement for metallization.
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• Materials with recycled carbon fibers show great radio frequency performance compared to other CFRP. CFRP consisting of shredded fibers
have more isotropic conductivity than both unidirectional and woven
CFRP. Shred-CFRP also behaves as an isotropic antenna ground
plane. The efficiency on the investigated material was reduced by 10 %
but overall shred-CFRP is a good antenna ground plane material.
• Construction of vehicular antenna cavities from CFRP is proven to be
possible and feasible by building a prototype (see Sec. 3.3.1). Viability
to operate antennas inside the cavity is demonstrated with measurement based evaluations of standard antenna types inside the cavity.
• The antenna cavity frees automotive antenna development of aesthetic
limitations imposed by designers, and it doesn’t influence a vehicle’s
drag coefficient. This allows to allocate more space for vehicular antennas. The increased number of vehicular antennas increases the diversity of the system and in turn increases throughput and/or reliability of vehicular communication. The chassis antenna cavity enables intelligent transport systems, the vehicular Internet of Things
(IoT), automatic and cooperative driving, automotive Multiple-Input
and Multiple-Output (MIMO) communication and smart antenna systems.
• The cavity has significant influence on the performance of antennas.
Both the cavity and the CFRP influence the return losses of antennas, although the influence is small for practical purposes. The cavity
causes large changes in antennas gain patterns. For monopole antennas
additional zeros appear close to zenith. The number of zeros increases
with frequency, as the cavity becomes electrically large. Measurement
results in Sec. 3.4 show, that the cavity introduces additional zeros in
the gain patterns of monopole antennas at 5.9 GHz. In the horizontal plane ripples of a about 4 dB appear in the gain patterns towards
the cavities corners. Measurement of an IFA and a conical monopole
antenna for 2 GHz show that these influences are smaller at low frequencies. There no additional zeros appear in the gain patterns close
to zenith.
• Automotive antenna development does not need to adapt for the cavity. Monopole antennas and IFAs work well inside the cavity. These
are well-understood antenna types that are widely used by vehicular
antenna designers.
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